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Abstract

Since 1988 the research programme of the Telecommunications Division of the
Eindhoven University of Technology has contained a project in which various
aspects of indoor radio have been studied. The objective of this project is to
examine the feasibility of an indoor wireless broadband network and to produce a
design for such a system.

The use of radio links in local area networks increases. This has a couple of
reasons. First, a radio network is more flexible than a wired network. Terminals
can be moved through a building without difficulty. This has the advantage that
network services are available for each user where and when he wants them.
Second, a radio network can be installed easily since there is no necessity of
difficult and expensive wiring.
Until now most indoor radio networks are only suitable for smallband services, like
speech and low speed data. In the future, users will need networks that can
transport higher bitrate services. This makes a broadband radio network desirabie.

The estimation of the chances for realising an Indoor Radio Integrated Broadband
Network (IRIBN) in the 60 GHz band using the Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) has been the subject of this feasibility study. An IRIBN based on ATM has
been described. The multi access protocols that can be used in an IRIBN have been
reviewed. The Improved Idle Casting Multiple Access Collision Detect Protocol
(I-lCMA-CD) is chosen and analyzed. A protocol for the information transfer and
channel allocation has been suggested.

Emphasis should lay on the fact that the radio links are still studied. Their qualities
are still uncertain. Especially in the area of the possible bit rates, the packet
detection delay and the Bit Error Rate.

The realisation of the IRIBN looks to be possible. A (technica!) proposal has been
done for such a network. The economical aspects have only been briefly discussed.
The use of ATM implies that the network will be compatible with the future world
standard for broadband networks. The costs of the system have not yet been
calculated.
During the study it became clear that the currently developed indoor radio
networks, are still pre ISDN networks. The exchange of the IBN for an ISDN can
be an interesting option. The proposed radio system can still be used then, but the
requirements will be less.
A lot of further study remains to be done. Inter room networks have not been
studied. This is of particular interest for commercial networks. Further, the
queuing model of the network can be searched for.
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1. Introduction.

Since 1988 the research programme of the Telecommunications Division of the Eindhoven

University of Technology has contained a project in which various aspects of indoor radio have

been studied. The objective of this project is to examine the feasibility of an indoor wireless

broadband network and to produce a design for such a system.

The use of radio links in local area networks increases. This has a couple of reasons. First, a

radio network is more flexible than a wired network. Terminals can be moved through a building

without difficulty. This has the advantage that network services are available for each user where

and when he wants them. Second, a radio network can be installed easily since there is no

necessity of difficult and expensive wiring.

Until now most indoor radio networks are only suitable for smallband services, like speech and

low speed data. In the future, users will need networks that can transport higher bitrate services.

This makes a broadband radio network desirabie.

Chances for realising an Integrated Broadband Network with radio links in the 60 GHz band and

the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) are estimated in the feasibility study described in this

report. Chapter 2 will describe what an Integrated Broadband Network (IBN) in an indoor

environment should look like. Chapter 3 deals with the ATM-based indoor radio IBN. In chapter

4 the multi access protocols that can be used in the IBN will be reviewed. The Improved Idle

Casting Multiple Access Collision Detect Protocol (I-ICMA-CD) will be analyzed in chapter 5.

The protocol for the information transfer and channel allocation is presented in chapter 6. A

system proposal is done in chapter 7.
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2. IBN in an indoor environment

2.1 Introductian ta integrated broadband cammunications networks

The Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) has been developed during the past decade

and is currently being implemented. ISDN is designed to narrowband services, so it is often

referred to as N-ISDN nowadays. Now, a broadband successor to ISDN is under study, to

transport e.g. High Definition Television (HDTV) and large files efficiently.

Main objective of this Integrated Broadband Network (IBN) is to enter the next stage of the

development of telecommunications networks. This is the reason why a network concept has

been chosen that will support all imaginable future services. CCnT is developing such a

network.

The traffic through the IBN is subdivided according to three variables: variabie or constant

bit rates, necessity of message (part) arrival, and connection oriented or connectionless

services. With three independent variables eight combinations are theoretically possible.

Until now, the CCITT has assumed that the network has to deal with four kinds of traffic.

This shows the need for a network that is as flexible as possible, that can be used by as many

future services as possible.

2.2. Asynchronous Transfer Mode CATM)

The CCITT has chosen ATM as basis for the IBN. ATM includes both switching and

transfer of the data. In ATM information is only transferred when a user asks for it. The

opposite of ATM is STM, the Synchronous Transfer Mode. In STM there is periodical

information transfer between users, independent of their needs. Both transfer modes use fixed

length information words, in STM they are called packets and in ATM cells.

ATM includes a new switching technique. As far as system simplicity and bit rate flexibility

are concerned, ATM switching is situated between the classical Circuit Switching (CS) and

Packet Switching (PS), as can be seen in figure 2.1. ATM tries to use the advantages, i.e.

simplicity and flexibility, of both switching techniques.

In ATM asynchronous means that the users bit rate is independent of the networks bit rate.

This makes the network suitable for future unequal bit rate services. This in contrast to STM,

in which both bit rates are coupled. This implies that the user always has to adapt his bit rate

to the network. Example of such a system is Time Division Multi Access.
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The CCITT ATM reference model is given in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2:BISDN ATM Protocol Reference Model

As can be seen, ATM is located in the three lowest layers of the protocol reference model.

The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) adapts higher layer services to ATM and vice versa.

2.3. IBN in an indoor environment

An indoor IBN will differ from a pllblic IBN. A network within a building will always cover

a very limited area and thus the distances will be relatively short. The switching capacity of

in an indoor network will also be relatively simple (becallse of the very limited size). In a

way this application can be seen as a broadband Private Automatic Branch eXchange

(PABX).

Such local networks can be established lIsing radio and/or wire links. The choice depends on

what a user wants. In this feasibility stlldy chances for realising an IBN with radio links have

been calculated. These links in the 30 GHz. band or higher are currently being investigated

by CaST 231/WG 3 in which the Telecommllnications Division of the Eindhoven University
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of Technology anticipates. The radio signals in these frequency bands can not penetrate

walis. This means that the use of the links is always restricted to one room, which becomes

thus the basic communications cell. When it is possible to develop a network that works in

a room of variabie size, it will be relatively easy to extend the network to a whole building

connecting the room networks with wires. This is alocal wired IBN, which is beyond the

scope of this study.

Since all rooms are different, a room model is needed, taking into account the worst possible

complications in the sense of radio communications networks, Le. many terminals with a lot

of electromagnetic obstructions separating them and a relatively high bit error rate (BER).

The bandwidth of the radio channels is of major importance, and the price of the bandwidth.

The limit to the number of terminals is taken to be 200 [Sonnemans, 1990]. This worst case

model isn't necessary the basis for the network specification. In many cases a less stringent

specification will have good resuIts in practice. The above mentioned channel properties in

a certain room are still subject of study by P.Smulders, the present feasibility study will give

a general approach.

2.4. Indoor radio ATM

As mentioned, the CCITT has chosen ATM as the transfer and switching technique to be

used in the future IBN. This is of course a very strong argument for using ATM also in the

indoor IBN. Especially from a commercial point of view it is absolutely necessary for it to

be compatible with this future world standard. But is this possible?

ATM has been developed for high quality communication links, like optical fibers. This

made it possible to use error control on an end to end basis only, instead of the link by link

error control of the classical networks. Using radio links requires some additional error

control.

Advantage of packet switching over circuit switching is that in packet switching all resources

are shared by the users as much as possible. This principle is also used in ATM. Using radio

links, bandwidth will be scarce and thus expensive. Scarce doesn 't mean that there is not

enough free bandwidth available in the 60 Ghz. band, but that using extra bandwidth requires

a lot of extra hardware. Sharing will thus be necessary, and ATM incorporates this feature.

In ATM it has not yet been detennined what a Customers Premises Network (CPN) (ATM

slang for a PABX) will look like. In the ATM users network-node cell definition four bits

have been reserved for generic flow contro\. This mechanism takes care proper functioning

of the CPN, and avoids network congestion in case of heavy network load. It has to operate
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independent of the physical layer [van der Linden, 1992]. This indicates that the GFC

protocols as proposed, probably will not be suitable to overcome adaptation problems with

a non-standard ATM transfer medium like a radio channel.

Thus it is not easy to answer the question if ATM can be used in local radio IBN. However,

since ATM seems to become the IBN standard the indoor radio IBN should be based on

ATM.

2.5. Indoor ATM-based IBN protocol reference model

During the development of ATM compatibility problems arose between the existing systems

and the proposed ATM system. This was also the case with the transfer techniques applied

to the physicallinks. It was decided that for the transfer of data (Physical Layer) any transfer

mode can be used. Example is the fully STM oriented Standard Digital Hierarchy (SDH),

which is becoming widely accepted as a broadband carrier. It has to be emphasized that all

the (optional) different Physical Layers have to offer the same services to the ATM layer.

With this in mind, the differences between radio based ATM network and standard ATM

should best be concentrated in the Physical Layer. This is obvious because a different

physical link is used. At the ATM layer level the indoor network must be exactly the same

as in standard ATM. In other words, the user of the indoor network can communicate

normal1y over the ATM layer with other ATM terminals, unaware of being part of an indoor

radio network.

Figure 2.3 shows that the physical layer consists of the Physical Medium (PM) and the

Transmission Convergence (TC) sublayers.

Cel1 rate decoupling

REC header seq. gen/ver. Transmission

Cel1 delineation Convergence Physical

Transmission frame adaption Layer

Trans. F. generlrecovery

Bit timing Physical

Physical medium Medium

Functlons Sub-Iayers Layer

Figure 2.3:The physicallayer of the ATM reference model [de Prycker,1991].
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The PM sublayer is responsible for the correct transmission and reception of bits on the

physical medium. The physical medium function is medium dependent. The bit timing has

to guarantee and regtl1ate reconstruction at the receiver. This physical medium is studied in

the indoor JBN project by Jr. P. Smulders and T.Wagemans.

The TC sublayer commllnicates with the PM sllblayer using bit streams, and with the higher

ATM layer in terms of streams of correct ATM cells. The cell rate decollpling function has

to make the speed of the cell generation independent of the speed of the transmission

network, as indicated by the word asynchronous in the acronym ATM. The Reader Error

Control (REC) function calculates the error checksums of passing cells. When a cell is sent

the REC code is placed in the header, when a cell is received the REC code is checked and

the cell is rejected or accepted and passed. The cell delineation function has to transform a

an asynchronous cen stream into a synchronised cell stream.

One functionality below the cell delineation all the functions are independent of the

functionality in the ATM and the higher layers of the protocol reference model. So this is

a place were adaptation can take place.

The transmission frame generation/recovery receives bits from or sends bits to the PM

sublayer. These bits form transmission frames, that can be of various types, e.g. SDR or cell

based frames.

The transmission frame adaptation transforms these packets into the cells used in the cell

delineation function.

The transmission problems in the adaptation of ATM to an indoor IBN should be dealt with

in the transmission frame adaptation fllnction of the physical layer.

2.6. Conc1usions

The JBN in an indoor environment has been looked at in this chapter. The JRIBN has to

become flexible, and compatible with the CCITT standarized ATM. ATM has as basic

assumption that high quality links are llsed like optical fibers. Radio links don 't meet this

requirement. This indicates that e.g. additional error control win be necessary. The

adaptation of the radio network to standard ATM should be done mainly in the transmission

frame adaptation function of the physcial layer.

6



3. The Indoor ATM-based IBN

One of the conclusions of the previous chapter was that the indoor IBN should be an ATM

network. In this chapter the indoor network is stud ied.

3.1. General description of the network

The Indoor Radio IBN (IRIBN) has to provide communication links between all the users in

one room and with terminals outside that room. The outside terminals can be a network of

rooms within one building or a public ATM network. These types of networks are not

studied separately because they are beYOlld the scope of this study as mentioned in chapter

2. The outside world can be seen as being part of a standard ATM network. The connection

point can either be seen as a network node of the outside ATM network or as an ATM-user

network interface. This will depend on the seize of the IRIBN.

The basic configuration has been studied by Sonnemans [1990]. He found that the I-IBN

should consist out of a base station, e.g. in the ceiling of the room, and several terminals

within reach of the base station. Connections can be established using the base station as

switching point for all the traffic. lt will be referred to as the central station.

ATM networks have to support three kinds of connections, which are:

1. terminal - terminal.

2. terminal - multi-terminal (ll1ulticast).

3. terminal - all terminals (broadcast).

All types of connections have to be possible, with terminals inside the room as weIl as

terminals outside the room. The three types can eaily be set up in the ATM layer. However,

the hardware used in the physical layer has to serve all these different connection types.

3.2. Network Configuration

Several network configurations have the behaviour as described in section 2.1.. Two

solutions assume a centralized hierarchical network.

First, the pure star configuration can be used, which is illustrated in figure 3.1.

A radio link connects all the terminals with the central station in this configuration. All

7
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Figmoe 3-1 :pure star network configuration.

terminals use the same frequency channeL Advantages of this configuration are that the

number of links is minimal and that the transmitting and receiving eqllipment of all the

terminals can be the same. Disadvantage is that only one freqllency channel is llsed and that

the configllration is thus relatively inf1exible.

Second, the extended star network can be chosen, as illllstrated in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3-2:extended star network configllration

A group of terminals is connected with a concentrator in this configuration. The concentrator
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is connected with the central station. This configuration has two appearances.

First, each concentrator is a physical independent entity standing alone in the room. Radio

links or wires connnect the central station to the terminals. The terminals connected to one

concentrator use one frequency channel. Each concentrator uses its own frequency channel.

Thus a multi channel environment or frequency multiplex has been created. This

configuration more tlexible than the star network. It becomes very easy to expand the

capacity of the network, it is just adding one more concentrator. Another advantage is that

within a very large room with many users, a concentrator can always be placed near the

users. This makes is easy to fullfill the in line of sight requirement. Main disadvantage is that

the number of links increases compare to the pure star configuration. If the concentrators and

the central station are connected with wires, it is possible to locate them in different rooms.

This can be advantageously for a small room next to a large room. However, these inter

room networks will be no part of this study. Eventually, they can be subject of future

studies.

Second, the central station and concentrator can form of one physical entity. The total

number of communication links in the room is minimized. This number is the same as in

case of a pure star network. The installation of remote concentrators is made superflouus.

This reduces the installation costs. The capacity can be easily expanded by adding a new

frequency (equivalent to one more concentrator). All the concentrators are within a line of

sight of all the remote terminals. In theory, all the terminals can use all the frequency

channels.

The extended star network configuration has two advantages over the pure star network. The

available bandwidth is used more efficient if it is shared by all the users. Further, all the

terminals can use the same transmitting and receiving equipment. This will probably lower

the costs and more compatibility for the terminals. Uncertain is what the technical

consequences are of this proposal. Questions are for example how many frequencies can be

received and transmitted with one single antenna. This can be subject of further study.

The extended star network with the concentrators inside the central station with multi

frequency channels seems to be the best configuration. This configuration will be used in the

further part of this study. However, it is still uncertain or this is technical and economical

arealistic solution. If not, it will be probably not to difficuIt to adapt the system to another

configuration.

9



3.3. Access to the network

Most important of every network is that it can be used by all the connected terminal, i.e. the

users have to be able to access the network and transmit their data. When a terminal wants

to establish a connection in ATM, this is 'asked' to the ATM Call Acceptance mechanism.

This mechanism can give a terminal access or deny the request.

ATM is a connection oriented protocol. Th is means that before the information transfer

starts, a (virtual) connection has to be established. A connection is a route through the

network which is travelled by all the cells belonging to that specific call. This is part of the

signalling. ATM uses separate channels for this process. If no (physical) capacity is available

for such a route, the access will be denied by the ATM call acceptance mechanism.

The correct operation of the call acceptance is crucial. If too many calls are accepted, the

network will becol11e overloaded. On the other way, if two many requests are denied, the

system efficiency will becol11e poor. These functions are performed above the physicallayer.

This indicates that the IRIBN, which operates in the physical layer (see chapter 2), has only

to accept these decisions.

The reservation of bandwidth on the ATM layer level can be projected on the physicallevel.

In the IRIBN the users ask the central station for physical capacity when they have cells

ready for transmission (see chapter 2). A sequence of cell transmissions in the physicallayer

will be denoted as asession. This is done only after the ATM higher layers set up a

connection. A access control scheme is necessary for this task. When bandwidth is given to

a user, the data transl11ission can start. This bandwidth allocation is worked out in the next

section.

Definition: A session is a burst of cells transmitted within an ATM calL An access control

mechanism allocates the bandwidth for sessions in the physical layer.

Here arîses a responsibility problem. In chapter 2 was concluded that the ATM layer

shouldn't be aware of the medium which is used in the physicallayer. It can be said that on

one hand the physical layer is responsible for the data transport. On the other hand the ATM

layer must decide to accept a call or not, depending on the available network resources. But

the capacity available in the radio network depends on how the physical layer uses it, i.e. the

physicallayer has its own allocation mechanism. The allocation mechanisms of the physical

and the ATM layer have to work together in a decent way.

When a terminal wants to start cell transmission in an ATM channel (i.e. asession), it has

to request the access control functionality for capacity. A control channel is used by all the

10



users for this purpose. All the terminals should have the same chances to access this channel.

To regulate the traffic on the con trol channel it is necessary to have a fair and correct multi

access protocol. This protocol avoids that messages of the terminals collide and destroy each

other. When a terminal uses this protocol, it can get access to the con trol channel. When

access is gained, the control information can be send by the terminal. The control

information is processed in the central station which can allocate a specific part of an

information channel to the requesting terminal.

The control and information channels in the physical layer are drawn in figure 3.3.

multi access

control information

information 1

information 2

information 3

.....

• 'Oe.

information N

Figure 3-3:Structure of the slIbbands of the total available bandwidth of the IBN.

3.4. Channel allocation

The central station knows which terminal reqllests for starting asession. Remains as problem

on which channel the terminal is going to be permitted to send its data. It is assllmed that all

the terminals can use all the freq uency channels (see section 3.2.).

This is a typical bandwidth allocation problem, i.e. how the bandwidth has to be divided.

The four possible solutions can be seen in Table 1.

First, the channel bandwidth can be taken variabIe or constant. A fixed bandwidth indicates

a fixed bit rate per channel. This will be most simple to realise: the central station and the

terminals can use always the same oscillators. A variabie bandwidth indicates that in case of

low system load a low bit rate can be lIsed. It is almost evident that the 'propagation'

performance (e.g. BER) will than increase. Disadvantage is that the transmission delay will

then become higher and the transmitters and receivers more complex. In case of heavy loads
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Table I:Bandwidth allocation mechanisms.

channel bandwidth channel bandwidth
fixed variabie

fixed terminals type type
per channe1 1 2

variabie terminals type type
per channel 3 4

a higher bit rate can be used. It seems that the first option is the most realistic one in the

current technical situation.

Second, which terminals are permitted to use which channel? From a traffic point of view,

it is most advantageously if all the users can access all the channels. This increase the

comp1exity of the system (see for details section 2.2.). While ATM has to become flexible,

all users should be permitted to use all channels. This will of course increase the complexity

of the bandwidth allocation algorithm. The division of the active users over the channels in

the best way, needs a sophisticated algorithm.

To reduce complexity, in the next part of this study is assumed that each connection consists

of only one fixed channel, which is allocated in the "call set up" phase. From channel can

be switched eventual advantageously during the call (rearranging).

A good theoretical analysis or simll1ation can be done to search for the best allocation

method. Choosing criteria can be:

1. Complexity.

2. Technical possible.

3. Flexibility.

4. Performance.

5. Throughput.

6. Delay.

Complexity implies almost always ditTicuIt to realise. The complexity has to be kept minima!

because the receivers and transmitters are probably the most expensive parts of the network,

so their price is very important for the success of the network.
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3.5. Conclusions

The IRIBN should be an extended star network with the concentrators in one physical entity

with the central station. The bandwidth is divided in control and information channels. A

multi access protocol is needed to perform the access to the control channel. A session is

defined as a burst of cells transmitted within an ATM caU. ATM cells are only transmitted

within a burst. An access control scheme in the physical layer performs the bandwidth

allocation for sessions. Another bandwidth allocation mechanism decides how the users are

spread over the information channels.
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4. The multi access protocol

4.1. Tasks of the protocol

A multi access scheme is needed to regll1ate the access to the control channel(s) of the

physical layer (chapter 3). Some tasks of the multi access protocols were mentioned in

chapter 2.3 .. The choice of a particll1ar protocol that fits these requirements is studied in this

chapter.

The transport of data between the central station and a terminal, as desired by the ATM

layer, is a major task. The connections are reqllested using a common control channel. The

terminals, which are ready for transmission, compete with each other for this channel. This

competition has to be effective and as fair as possible. This to reach acceptable results. The

total delay caused by this protocol is very sllbstantial and has thus to be kept minimal.

It has to be noted that the multi access protocol is only used within established ATM

connection, to start asession.

4.2. The protocols which can be used

Many multi access protocols are known. A brief survey of them is given in [Tobagi, 1990].

Every protocol has it's advantages and disadvantages compared to the others, e.g. in

complexity, throughpllt or delay. A major characteristic of each protocol is the randomness

of the access. The extremes are fixecl assignment and totally random. Fixed assignment

means that every terminal is only permitted to transmit during a specific time (Time Division

Multi Access (TDMA» or in a specitic frequency (Frequency Division Multi Access

(FDMA». In a random protocol each terminal can transmit its messages whenever it wants,

like the ALüHA protocol. The ALüHA protocol was introduced in the early seventies by

the University of Hawaii.

In general, fixed assignment techniques are most advantageous in case of heavy loaded

networks. This because the whole available bandwidth can be used if all the terminals fiU

their assigned part of it. Purely random protocols are preferred in networks with a large

number of users with, compared to the network capacity, small traffic which is bursty. All

the available muIti access protocols are, concerning there randomness, Iying somewhere

between these extremes.

A major restriction for the protocol which is going to be used in the IRIBN is that the remote

terminals will be llnable to hear each other. With this handicap, only a few of the known

protocol are useful. This problem is known as the hidden terminal problem.
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The division of the bandwidth (as suggested in the previous chapter), in a multi access, a
I

control information and N information channels, is related to the Split-Channel Reservation

Multi Access (SRMA) type [Tobagi & Kleinrock, 1976]. With hidden terminals, it can be

used in combination with Busy Tone Mu1ti Access (BTMA) or Idle Casting Multi Access

(ICMA). A totally different solution is polling. In the next sections these protocols will be

described and analyzed.

4.3. SRMA

SRMA is a family of protocols. Tt is described in [Pach, 1989] and was introduced by [Tobagi

& Kleinrock, 1976]. Tt has been proposed as a1ternative for the conventional polling schemes

for communication between a set of users and a central station. SRMA uses an explicit

reservation technique-the user who has a packet to transmit first makes the request for service

on some sllbchannel. The central station manages the queue of requests and informs the user

about his granted time frame for transmission of the packet.

4.3.1. Operation of SRMA

The available bandwidth is divided in control (request and answer) channels and message

(information) channels. These can be frequency or time mliltiplexed, depending on the

system. See figure 4.1.

~T
CD

CONTROL

MESSAGE

REQUEST REQUEST

I

~TïT
ANSWER

co Iv1ESSAGE m MESSAGE

SRIvlA RAM

Figure 4.1: SRMA channels.

RM

If a terminal has a packet ready tor transmission, it makes a service request on the request

channel, and waits for an answer from the central station. The central station manages the

FIFO queue of requests and informs the lIsers when they are permitted to transmit their
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messages (session is started). Because the service request has to contain a source address,

the acknowledgement can be a relayed version of this request. If the waiting time exceeds

the Time Out time (TO s), the terminal generates a kind of interrupt, and a new service

request is made. Duplicate requests in the FIFO queue are prevented by the central station.

All known SRMA schemes in the literature, use only one message (information) channel.

This makes it possible to use one channel for both the acknowledgements and the messages.

This is called the Request Message (RM) scheme. Separate answer and message channels are

used in the Request Answer Message (RAM) scheme. This indicates simultaneous

acknowledgement and message transmission. This makes the system less sensitive for

propagation delays between the terminals and the central station.

In a multiple message channel environment the RM scheme will be difficult to realise,

because a terminal doesn' t knowon which message channel it can expect the answer. This

makes simultaneously receiving of all message channels necessary, what probably will be

very expensive and complex. Solution can be to use only one message channel to transfer

acknowledgements. This results in a system comparable with the RAM scheme. This

indicates that only the RAM protocol will be useful in the IRIBN with a multiple message

channel configuration.

The request channel is in general used in a random access mode like CSMA. In this

particular case another protocol, wi II be necessary.

4.3.2. Analysis of SRMA

SRMA includes a lot of variables, as shown in the previous section. To reach best

performance an optimal combination has to be searched for.

It is interesting to look at the delay introduced by SRMA. To do this in a proper way the

following variables will be used [Tobagi & Kleinrock, 1976]:

br length of the request packets.

bm length of the message packets.

ba length of the answer packets

'TIa ba I blll ratio of the length of the answer and the message packets.

'TIr br I blll ratio of the length of the request and the message packets.

'TI ba = br
W total available bandwidth.

Wr bandwidth of the request channel.

Wm bandwidth of the message (information) channel.

Wa bandwidth of the answer channel.
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o fraction of W assigned to the message channel.

The total SRMA delay can be split in two parts. Delay 1 (Dl) is the time necessary for a

request to be successful received at the central station. Delay 2 (Dz) is the time between

reception of the request packet and the end of the message transmission.

These delays are visualized in figure 4.2. The delay caused by the SRMA protocol can be

seen as the session delay, i.e. time needed to start asession.

PACKET

MESSAGE

CHANNEL

ANSWER

CHANNEL

REQUEST

CHANNEL

ARRIVA UNSUCCESSFUL REQUEST

TIIv1E OUT

D1
RANDOM RETRANSMISSION DELAY

SUCCESSFUL REQUEST

PROPAGATION DELAY

REQUEST QUEUE ING TME

ANSWER TO REQUEST

PROPAGATION DELAY
02

PACKET QUEUEING TIME

PACKET TRANSMISSION

PROPAGATION DELAY

PACK:ET RECEPT ION AT lTS STATION

Figure 4.2:Packet delay in SRMA-RAM protocol.

4.3.2.1. Delay Dl

Figure 4.2. shows that Dl is independent of the information channel allocation mechanism

as described in chapter 3. Tt will depend only on the request mechanism used in SRMA.

The delay Dl consists of four components.

First component is the time needed to transmit a request (T,). This delay depends upon the

length br and the available bandwidth Wr or the bit rate of the request channel (the bit rate

is the same in bits as the bandwidth in Hz. if a modulation of 1 bit/Hz. is used, which is
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assumed in the rest of this chapter). This component is equal to: rJ/(l-()). The transmission

delay becomes very small when very high bit rates are used.

The second component is caused by the number of retransmissions (Nr) necessary to receive

an acknowledgement. Each retransmission implies one Time-Out (1;0 s) and a new request

Tl/(l-()).

Third, the (random) (re)transmission delay (DJ is taken into account. This is the time the

access protocol needs to generate and schedule a new request in case of a Time Out. This

has to be a random time, otherwise multiple collisions will occur after a request collision,

and a dead lock loop will be entered.

Fourth all signals have to travel from the terminal to the central station or vice versa. This

results in a propagation and delay time (r). With short distances this delay will become very

smal!. A high bit rate is for relatively narrowband channels only possible if it is time

multiplexed with other signais. A time multiplexed SRMA may be preferabie above a

frequency multiplexed system.

The four components give for the delay DJ [Pach, 1989]

Dl = r+_rJ_ +(N -I) [_rJ_ +T +D ].
l-() r I-() 10 x

(4.1)

This equation can be transforn1ed in a different way. This is done by splitting the variables

in a category influenced by the multi access protocol on the request channel and a category

introduced by the SRMA protocol. This has been done in [Tobagi & Kleinrock, 1976], which

gives

. 2rJ
Dl = Dreq.prolocoJ (Sr) 1 _()

(4.2)

So the parameters intluencing the SRMA scheme and which are independent of the request

multi access protocol are W, bl/l' () and rJ.

4.3.2.2. Delay D2

The delay D2 consists of some components. The transmission and the propagation delays are

of the same type as in section 4.3.2.1 .. Without these, only the request (Drq) and the packet

queuing (Dpq) time remain.

The time D rq is needed for the assembly and the queuing of an acknowledgement in the
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central station. In [Tobagi & Kleinrock 1976] is derived that if the inequality

b
W~W ~

a r b
r

(4.3)

is satisfied no queuing delays will occur in the central station. This means that with a given

request channel bandwidth and the size of the request packets, the ratio of the answer channel

bandwidth and the size of the acknowledgements can be calculated.

After the terminal has been acknowledged,it has to wait a time Dpq , as has been calculated

by the central station. This time is announced in the acknowledgement. It is obvious that this

delay isn't influenced by the multi access protocol of the request channel. It can be calculated

only after the channel and bandwidth allocation mechanism is chosen.

So the parameters which are of concern in this section are Wr,Wa' ba and br.

4.4. Request channel multi access protocols

In this section the alternatives for the multi access protocol of the request channel of SRMA

RAM will be studied. First will be described what the contents of a request packet should

consist of.

The request channel multi access protocol manages the admittance to the request channel of

SRMA. Before the alternatives will be discussed, the size of the requests is estimated. The

contents of a request has to consist of (at least):

1. Local address of the requesting terminal. As maximum number of terminals

is taken 200 [Sonnemans, 1990]. To discriminate them at least 8 bits addresses

are necessary.

2. Type of connection requested for. Until now 4 types of traffic are expected

in ATM. The channel allocation mechanism in the central station probably can

use this type to use it for the traffic handling. For this purpose are at least 2

bits necessary.

3. The number of packets ready for transmission. With this number, the central

station schedules the traffic on the information channels. In case of continuous

traffic this field contains the bit rate of the sending terminal. The bit rates will

be up to 150 Mbit/s, which is a 28 bits number (assuming a step size of 1

bit).

4. It should include a header error check, to assure correct reception of the

requests. 8 bits are taken for this purpose [Sonnemans, 1990].

5. A preamble is necessary for synchronization of the central station. This
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schemes. [R.Sonnemans, 1990] uses 8 bits for this purpose.

So the size can be approximated to be minimal 56 bits.

4.4.1. Busy Channel Multi Access (BCMA)

Busy Channel Multi Access has been introduced by [Andrisano,1990]. In this protocol the

available bandwidth is divided in two channels, a busy channel and a transmission channel.

If necessary, it is possible to use a coupIe of transmission channels using only one busy

channel. However, in this section only the one transmission channel configuration will be

studied. This is illustrated in tïgure 4.3.

BUSY
I REQUEST I TRANSMISSIONI-

T
I-

T
0 0

~ ANSWER ~ ANSWER
0 0z z
« «
CD al

MESSAGE MESSAGE

SRMA-RAM SRMA-RAM-BCMA

Figure 4.3: BCMA sub channels.

The busy channel is managed by the central station and carries information about the state

of the transmission channe\. This will be the bliSY or the idle state. The central station

generates and transmits the busy signa\. All the terminals receive this signal.

When a users wants to start transmission, it senses the bliSY channe\. If the channel is

assumed to be in the busy state, the terminal aborts and reschedules its request. If the busy

channel is sensed free, the terminal transmits its request. Else, it reschedules its attempt. If

wanted, the busy channel can transmit SRMA acknowledgements instead of the signal

belonging to one state.
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4.4.1.1. Performance of BCMA

In this section the performance of BCMA wiJl be looked at. Especially the variables

influencing a successful transmission of a request will be mapped.

The probability that a packet will be transmitted successful through the network (Ps,) is equal

to the probability a terminal is permitted to send (PpJ multiplied by the probability of correct

transmission (P,.,), which gives

Ps, (m) = Pps (m)' P
CI

(m) (4.4)

The variabIe m means the m-th terminal. This variabIe is introduced because the probabilities

can differ for each terminal. However, from now on they will obeyed, which indicates that

is calculated with mean values.

The probability Pps depends on both the inside (PiPs,due to the retransmission scheme after

an unsuccessful access attempt) and the outside (PoPS' strictly correlated to the state of the

busy channel) permission to send probability, thus

P =P. .pps 'ps ops (4.5)

The probability Pips will be a design parameter. It is correlated with the random

retransmission delay D r (section 3.3.2.1). The outside probability will be

P = p.p + P .pops fc ei IJL' bc wi lbc '

with for the subscripts

ei correct investigation of the busy channel,

wi wrong investigation of the busy channel,

he 'busy' on busy channel,

Je 'free' on busy channel.

(4.6)

The probability PCI of correct transmission depends on both the characteristics of the

transmission channel (PCIC) and the probability, when transmission is permitted, no collisions

occur (Pnc). This gives

(4.7)

The characteristics of the information channel will not be influenced by BCMA. If the

channel can be assumed to be ideal, PCIC is unity.
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The no collision probability PIlC is the complement of the collision probability Pc, Tt is

obvious that the performance of BCMA degrades with the number of collisions on the

transmission channel. Collisions have two main callses.

When a terminal starts transmission, the bllsy channel moves to the busy state. This takes of

course a certain amollnt of time. This will be at least the propagation time 7 between terminal

and central station. When the central station receives the request, it takes some time to detect

it (due to synchronisation), reslllting in a packet detection delay time (Dp). After the channel

has been put in the bllsy state, it takes another time 7 for the other terminals to receive this

busy signa\. This means that they aSSllme the transmission channel to be free a time 27+Dp •

In this period collisions can take place althollgh everything operates in a correct way.

Another reason for collisions is incorrect interpretation of the transmitted bllsy channel

signal. This is dlle to a wrong detection in the receiver.

4.4.2. Busy Tone Mlllti Access (BTMA)

BTMA is a special case of BCMA, which has been described in the previous section.

However, BTMA was introdllced before BCMA [Tobagi & Kleinrock, 1975]. This protocol

can be chosen as mlllti access protocol for lIse in the IRIBN [Sonnemans,1990]. This was

taken without being concerned as part of a SRMA protocol.

In BTMA, the busy channel is a tone, which is turned on and off. Tt is showed that the

performance can be compared with standard Carrier Sensed Multi Access (CSMA) with a

doubled transmission delay. CSMA is a protocol familiar to ALüHA. Big difference is that

a terminal senses the message channel before starting with the transmission of a packet. If

another terminal is detected as active, the packet is rescheduled.

In figure 4.4. [Andrisano, 1990] the throughput of BTMA is compared with ALüHA (curve

a) and CSMA (curve b). 'dil is the time the bllSY channel in sensed (normalized) normalised

to the message packet size (in fact a SRMA request packet!) The time t
dll

is strongly

influenced by the choice of the receiver. In the BCMA analysis this time is hidden in the

variables Paps and Pc, These are ti me dependent because of the propagation and packet

detection time 27+Dp • When the channel is sensed for a long time, the effect of these delays

becomes of less significance.
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Figure 4.4: Throughput of BTMA.

Prom figure 4.4. can be seen that BTMA with a very short busy channel detection time tdn

has about the same throughput as CSMA. CSMA is nowadays a very frequent used multi

access protocol in LANs, and is in general seen as a protocol with a good performance.

However, when the detection ti me becOlnes of the same size as the message packets of

BTMA (SRMA request packets! !) the performance degrades to the ALOHA level.

In the literature the performance and delay stuelies are perfonned for analogue receivers, with

the aim to find optimizeel solutions anel the corresponding parameters for this case. In an

integrated digital network this doesn't seem ideal. In the next section Idle Casting Multi

Access (ICMA) will be discussed. This is in principal a kind of improved BTMA with a lot

of possible additive features.

4.4.3. Idle Casting Multi Access (lCMA)

In the late seventies the (Japanese) NTT introduced the ICMA-family of multi access

protocols in their land mobile telephone system. In ICMA, the BCMA busy channel is called

the idle channel. The protocol behaves besides this exactly the same as BTMA.

The multiple seizure or collision probability Pc of ICMA can be seen in figure 4.5

[Okasaka, 1978].
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Figure 4.5: Multiple seizure probability.

The time tI of figure 4.5 corresponds with the packet detection delay Dp from section

4.4.1.1. It can be seen that wi th an increase of this time the multiple seizure probability

increases too. This was already predicted in section 4.4.1.1.

4.4.3.1. ICMA-CD

With the aim to reduce the number of collisions, lCMA Collision Detect (ICMA-CO) was

suggested [Murase, 1987]. This was done analogous to the collision detect variant of CSMA.

In this variant the sending terminals try to detect or their transmitted messages collide. If a

collision is detected, the message packet will be rescheduled. Advantage of such scheme is

that the terminals don 't need the central station or other terminals to detect acollision, which

reduces the waiting times in the system anc! makes a quick reaction of the terminals possible

(abort the transmission). Thus the message channel becOines earlier available for a new

transmission attempt. This can be seen as a reduction of the number of collisions while only

a few packets of a message wil1 collide.

In ICMA-CO the central station verifies the 'error checks' from the words (slots) of the

received messages (again SRMA requests). If the error check is incorrect, the central station

assumes a colli sion has taken place. In this case the central station transmits a STOP signal
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on the idle channel and the all terminals abort their transmission. An example of the

behaviour is given in figure 4.6. (a) is an ICMA and ICMA-CO successful transmission. It

can be seen that in case of successful transmission both protocols have exactly the same

behaviour. In (b) is given an example of a collision in ICMA. The collision continues until

the whole messages are transmitted. This means that for the whole message period the

downward channel will be occupied. In (c) is given an example of a collision in the ICMA

CD case. After having received the first word of the messages, the central station concludes

there has been acollision, and transmits a STOP signal. Now the downward channel becomes

already available after the transmission of the second word of the messages.

With the preamble signal the central station detects the start of a packet transmission and

synchronizes the bit timing (see 4.4).
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D:Pocket detectlon deloy, D' :Pocket-end Cletectlon deloy
T, Tronsml ss Ion time of 0 pocket
r:Colllslon recovery tIme, t 9:Access ottellllts

Figurè 4.6:\CMA en lCM A-CD example.

The improvement in performance is thus gained with a shorter collision recovery time after

a collision (enter the idle state again) compared to ICMA. In figure 4.7. some simulation

results are presented [Murase, 1987].
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Figure 4.7:ICMA-CD throllghput.

This picture shows again that the packet detection time Dp influences still the performance.

Further, and what is of more concern in this section, can be seen that ICMA-CD performs

better compared to ICMA i1' the throughpllt is concerned. The throughput performance of

ICMA is like BTMA somewhere between Aloha and CSMA.

In [Adachi, 1988] is shown that this non-persistent (random retransmission time after a

collision) protocol per1'orms better then the I-persistent protocol (always immediate

retransmission aftel' a coll ision) variant. Hence the non-persistent protocol variant is

preferably.

4.4.3.2. Improved ICMA-CO (l-ICMA-CO

Another feature can be added (Choi, 1989]. The channels are assllmed to be slotted now. A

terminal is only permitted to start transmission at the beginning of a slot. This can be seen

as a protocol addition like the slotted version of the ALüHA protocol. After a terminal starts

transmission, it COLmts the nllmber of slots it takes tor the idle channel to become busy. If

the corresponding time is shorter then the packet detection delay, the terminal initiated his

transmission after another terminal did, and aborts transmission. 11' the times are equal, the

message didn't callse acollision and continlles. However, when two terminals start

simultaneollsly, neither of them aborts and a stop signal will still be necessary.

To avoid disfLIption of the messages, a preamble longel' then the packet detection delay has

to be added. In the proposal of (Choi, 1989] the preamble necessary 1'or synchronization and

bit timing is omitted. This implies a perfectly slotted system. This depends on the quality of

the receivers and transmitters, and has to be further stlldied.

The above described improved protocol perfol'ms better then the ICMA-CO protocol
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[Choi, 1989]. To achieve this gain, system cOl11plexity will not increase very much.

4.4.3.3. Recent ICMA-variants

ICMA-DR

The main shortage of ICMA is the difficulty to shorten the collision recovery time, because

terminals can 't recognize that their packet transl11ission has collided until the information is

received by the terminal from the central station.

To improve this [Murase, 1989] suggested the Data Slot Reservation (ICMA-DR) ICMA

variant. When the transmission/upward channel is sensed idle, the terminals start sending a

request on the upward channel (Data Slot Reservation DSR packet). This is a very short

packet. After the reception the central station can give a Data Packet Request (DPR) and the

message transmission can start. Murase shows the performance is superior over standard

ICMA.

This is a kind of SRMA-Request protocol. lt offers most gain in case of relatively large

messages. The function of the 111 ult i access protocol in the IRIBN is to transfer relatively

short request messages. A l11uch more compl icated protocol is the consequence.

VT-ICMA

The last variant of the ICMA family are the virtual time protocols. These protocols use two

times: the arrival and the transmission time. They can be used in combination with the above

described coIlision detect and reservation variants. They seem to increase the performance.

However, they are again more complex and are out of the scope of this study. Interesting

references are: [Lee, 1989],[Song, 1989] and [MolIe, 1985].

4.4.4. Polling

Polling is a relative old and simple l11ulti access protocol. Every terminal is periodic 'polled' ,

irrespective or it has packets ready for transmission or not. Polling is thus a kind of a tïxed

bandwidth allocation mechanism. This is most advantageous in heavy loaded systems, in

contrary to random access, as mentioned in 3.2. Token ring systems, used in LANs, are

distributed polling systems.

In the system contiguration chosen in the previous chapter, only centrally controlled systems

are useful. The rolI-call polling technique matches this requirel11ent [Tobag i, 1976]. In this
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protocol all the terminals are sequential polled. If a terminal is poIled, it empties the

transmission buffers. This implies (with the assumption of infinite buffer length) that all

packets which are quelled can be transferred. This makes a maximum channel utilisation of

one possible. The disadvantage is that the quelling delay, which are of key interest in ATM,

can become very large in heavy loaded systems, especially in the case of many users. This

is illustrated in figure 4.8.
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Figllre 4.8: Packet delay in raIl-caIl polling (a=O.OI).

Explanation of tigurè 4.8.:

M Numbèr of tèrminals.

L Ratio of the SiZè of thè lTlèssagè packds anti thè pulling packèts.

a Ratio of thè propagatioll tilllè, UètWèèll cèntral statioll anti tèrminal, anti the transmission time of

a mèssagè packd.

From figure 4.8. can be concilIcled that llsing polling is most advantageous in an environment

with a relatively small poptilation (M) and a lot of traffic (S).
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The roll-call polling technique uses only one channel for both the polling and the message

(information) packets. In the IRIBN was decided to use separate channels.

The number of users is estimated to be around 200. In figure 4.8. can be seen that M= 100

already implies very large delays. Because the message and the polling packets will have

approximately the same size, L = 1, the performance will drop to an unacceptable level.

Hence polling isn 't a good alternative for SRMA.

4.4.5. Relations between SRMA and Polling

Polling and SRMA can be seen as totally different protocols, they have also a lot of things

in common. In classical polling systems, as described in section 3.4, a user is polled and is

then permitted to start transmission. In SRMA a terminal 'polls' the central station and

receives an acknowledgement. So SRMA can be seen as a kind of reverse of 'selective'

polling. With a lot of inactive terminals this being 'selective' is of course most advantageous.

Besides this, it may be advantageous to avoid that users of continuous services, like video

or telephone, use the SRMA request channel protocol every time they want to transmit a

packet. When they are in asession, they don't need the request channel anymore. In such

asession they can be polled.

This reduces the traffic on the request channel, because there are less contending users. That

reduces the delays as introduced by the request channel. This will be subject of study in

chapter 6.
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4.5. Conclusions

The described system in chapter 2 can be seen as a SRMA protocol, with N message

(information) channels. The SRMA-RAM variant is most suitable for being used in the

IRIBN. A time multiplexed system may be preferabie above a frequency multiplexed system.

A BCMA protocol can operate the request channel. The packet detection time in the central

station influences especially the performance.

The BTMA and rCMA protocols were Iooked at as being a BCMA implementation. The

improved rCMA-CD protocols is the best choice.

It may be advantageous to use the polling techniql1e to reduce the traffic on the SRMA

request channel . This can be done for continuous bit rate connections as telephone and

video. They can be pol1ed within asession using the SRMA answer channel.

It hasn't been possible to calculate the throughput and delay of this proposallchoice. This has

a coupIe of reasons. It will be tirst necessary to estimate the traffic characteristics of the

terminals. Second, it is necessary to know the delays caused by the bit timing and

synchronisation on the link level. Third, the ql1ality and the bit rate of the transmission links

are not known.
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5. The Improved ICMA Collision Detect Protocol

In this chapter the I-ICMA-CD protocol, as described in section 3.3.2.3., will be analyzed

[Choi,1989]. The aim is to derive the average packet delay and the throughput as introduced

by this request channel protocol for the indoor 60 GHz channel.

5.1. Protocol description and assumptions

The I-ICMA-CD protocol is slotted, i.e. the time axis is divided in several smal1 periods of

constant length, named slots. Starting a transmission is only permitted at the beginning of a

slot, which increases throughput performance (see figure 4.7 for the ALOHA case). The

establishment of a slotted network out of separated radio links, inc1udes many difficulties.

However, in this chapter is assumed that a slotted network is availab1e.

It is obvious to take the length of the idle/busy signals (8 bits [Okasaka, 1978]) as the slot size

A, as shown in figure 5.1.

7Information bits (8IW,. s)
SLOT I (a s)

Information bits.
SLOT 2

Figure 5.1: Time Slot of the network.

7

With a bandwidth of W,. MHz, the transmission of 8 bits takes 81 W,. jJ.S (assuming a 1 bit/Hz.

modulation, see chapter 4). Further, a guard time is necessary, to make synchronisation

possible, which is equal to the propagation delay time 7. With a maximum link length of 30

m [Sonnemans,1990], c=3-1O 8 mis, 7 eqlJals 0.1 jJ.s. The slot size A is given by

(5.l)

The collision duration B (Dp + 27, determining Pnc in formula 4.7, section 4.4.1.) can be

expressed in a nllmber of slots (with size A). However, slotted systems lIse only discrete time

intervals. To overcome this problem, the number of slots is rounded off to the nearest larger

integer. The size becOlnes then Y (~2) slots, and can be expressed by

rBl = A'Y jJ.s. (5.2)

In section 4.4. is derived that the request message size has to be at least 56 bits. Here a
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message size of 128 bits is taken, including an additive 8 bit error check to make the CD

scheme possible. The preamble has a duration of the col1ision period B in slots, plus one

extra slot for the transmitting and the reception of a busy signal (see section 5.2.). With this

preamble of Y+ 1 slots, the total request message length will become Y+ 17 slots. For Y=2,

this is shown in Fig. 5.2.

A Bit Error Rate (BER, Pe) of 10-6 is taken for all bandwidth between 0 and 150 Mbit/s.

However, in the sections 5.2. & 5.3., the Chal1l1e1 is assumed to be ideal, indicating Pe=O.

5.2. The protocol scheme

When a terminal wants to start the transmission of a message, it will sense the idle channel.

If it is assumed to be in the idle state, the terminal starts the transmission of the preamble

at the beginning of the next time slot (see figure 5.3).

UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT DETECTED BY SLOT COUNTER

-=no more transmISS\On, random rescheduhng. Slot counter ~ .

Figure 5.3: Successful request message transmission for Y=2.

A slot counter, which COlll1tS the number of time slots going by, is immediately started.

After Y slots the central station detects the transmission of the remote and the next slot the

idle channe1 is moved to the busy state. When this busy signal is received by the initiating

terminal, i.e. its slot counter equals Y+ 1 (in this example 3!), it continues the transmission

of the request message. A terminal which initiated transmission in one of these Y+ I slots,

has, when it receives the first busy signal, a slot counter (value) ~ Y and stops the
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transmission. If there wouldn 't have been counter, this terminal would have been unable to

determine that the busy signal wasn't the response to its own transmission.

The situation in which two users try to get access to the request channel simultaneously, is

shown in figure 5.4. In that case two terminals sensed the idle channel idle in the previous

slot.

Slot counter = 3.

Figure 5.4: Collision detection by CD Scheme, for Y=2.

While two (or more!) accessing users started their message transmission at the beginning of

the same slot, the contents of their slot counters will be equal. This indicates that when the

first busy signal is received, both terminals will continue transmission, and the messages

collide. The central station can detect such acollision by receiving an incorrect error

checksum (fifth slot!). At the next time slot the idle channel is than moved to the stop state,

and after the reception of this signal both users will abort their transmissions.

It is possible to move the idle channel to the idle state one slot before the end of a request

message, because the requests have a constant length. During the stop signal the

non transmitting users can behave the same as in case of an idle slot, so that the next slot

transmission can started. This can be seen in tigure 5.3 and 5.4.

The above described behaviour can be translated in a state description. For the state diagram

see figure 5.5.

When the idle channel is in the idle state and none of the terminals has yet started

transmission, the protocol is in the Empty State (ES). The ES has a duration of one time slot.

The number of terminals, initiating transmission during this time slot (i.e. start of

transmission at the next time slot), determine the next state. When there is no attempt, the

next state will be the ES again. With one attempting user the Success State (SS) is entered
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Figure 5.5:I-ICMA-CD protocol state diagram.

(see figure 5.3). Finally, when there are two or more competing users, the Collision State

(CS) is entered (see figure 5.4).

The Protocol Cycle is defined as a chain of protocol states, beginning at a ES and ending just

before the next ES. From tïgure 5.5 can be seen that there are three protocol cycles possible:

ES, ES-SS and ES-CS. The overall protocol behaviour is no more than a sequence of these

protocol cycles.

In the further analysis will be assumed that the probability of one and only one request

attempt in a slot, Pr , is equal for each slot. This assumption is only valid if some conditions

are fulfilled. First, the population must have such a size that individual terminals don 't

determine the overall traftïc. Second, all the users have to be independent of each other.

Third, the rescheduling scheme has to be random.

So Pr depends on the traftïc characteristics of all the users together and the slot time A. The

slot time is determined by the bandwidth of the request channel (formula 5.1).

5.3. Protocol Analysis

In this section the performance of the I-ICMA-CD protocol is analyzed. However, this is

done in a different way from section 4.4.1. for BCMA. The model of BCMA gives a good

insight which parameters have intluence on the performance. In practice it is difficult to

follow this abstract model. The state transition probabilities out of figure 5.5 will be

calculated. The probability Pa thar exactly one request appears in the ES slot, is given by

P = Pa r'
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The probability of two or more arrivals in the ES slot (Pb) can be expressed as

2 3 4 5Pb = Pr +Pr +P,. +P,.+ ....
2

2( 2) P,.
= Pr 1+P,+P,. +... = 1_P

,.

Finally, the probability of no request attempts (PIIJ is given by

Pno = I-Pa -Pb = l-Pr-P; -P,~ -
0> 1-2P

= 2 - L Pril = 1-P r
N=O ,.

(5.4)

(5.5)

To approximate the average number of reschedulings and the average delay, a closer look

to the protocol cycle is necessary. First off all the mathematical expectation E{CT] of the

length of the protocol cycle will be calculated. Each cycle consists of at least one idle slot

(ES). The duration of the SS will be (on the idle channel) Y+ 16 slots, Y idle states and 16

busy states. This occurs with probability Pa' The duration of the CS is only Y+6 slots, Yidle

and 6 busy states. Together this gives an E{CT} of

(5.6)

Slots. Combining formulas 5.3-5.6 gives for the amount of idle states

(5.7)

slots, for the amount of busy states

slots and finally for E{CT}

{ }
Pr(Y+15)-lOP; +1

E CT = ------:----::---
I-P,.

(5.8)

(5.9)

slots.

The start of the message transmission can only start immediately after the ES. This is only

one out of E{CT} slots. So (E{CT}-I)/E{CT) of the request attempts has to be at least

rescheduled. From the remaining lIE{CT} requests only a part Pa of the cases williead to
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a successfu1 transmission. The probability that rescheduling isn 't necessary (Psp see chapter

4, with no transmission errors) is

P =p. 1 = P,. (l - P,.)
si a E{ CT} 2P,.(Y+ 15) - lOP,. + 1

(5.10)

With this probability the average number of reschedulings N,. can be determined. This can

be seen as follows. When a terminal makes a transmission attempt, it has a1ways a

probability PSI to make a successful request. If not, a rescheduling is made, and the same

procedure is followed again. With Pnsl= I-Psl this gives

Nr =P(w=O){)+P(w=I)'l +P(w=2)·2+P(w=3)·3+ ...

=P" I>(P"" )" = (2 ~:'"~ ) P)" 1- ~:' )'
N= 1 - /lsl

(5.11)

With: P(W=O) =Psl=l-Pnsp P(w= 1) =Pnsl ,'Psp P(w=2) =P,w '"Pnsl oPSI ' P(w=n) =Pnsl/l oPSI'

Together with the random retransmission delay (D.r> see chapter 4) and formula 5.11 the

average delay can be easily calclilated.

The throughput (S) can be calculated with formula 5.3 and 5.6. The ratio of the number of

slots used for successful transmission (on the idle channel) and the total number of slots (on

the id1e channel) is taken for the throughput S. This is done using the average E{CT}, as

given by

P (Y+ 16)
S = ---:~=-::{---:C=T--}

Pr(Y+ I6)(1-Pr)

Pr(Y+I5)-lOP} +1

(5.12)

It has to be noticed that S is that part of the channels that is used for the request

transmission .

With formula 5.11 and 5.12 the throllghput S and the average number of reschedulings W

are expressed as function of P,.,

5.4. Protocol performance with transmission errors

In the sections 5.2. and 5.3. is the performance of the I-lCMA-CD protocol calculated

assuming there are no bit errors due to bad transmission. However, the BER Pe of the

transmission channel will be about 10-6
•
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It has to be noticed that requests a1ways have to be received abso1ute1y error free, because

it is the signalling/contro1 information of the physical link network. So after an error,

retransmission is a1ways necessary, this in contrary to standard ATM cells.

8 bits are availab1e for coding on1y the three states of the id1e channel. Thus it has to be

possib1e to decode them correctly when they suffer one or two bit errors. The probabi1ity of

less then three bit errors can be calculated using the binomium from Newton, thus

(5.13)

The usage of the binomium of Newton implies a neg1igence of burst errors, i.e. independent

error probabilities for all the bits.

Using the property that

formu1a 5.13 can be simplified to

P(X::52) :::: 1-28P; -168P; = 1.

(5.14)

(5.15)

Because of this it is assumed that the idle, busy and stop signals can a1ways be detected

correctly.

However, errors in the request messages will always make a retransmission necessary.

Transmission errors can be detected in two ways.

First, ICMA-CO detects transmission errors in the first 5 slots of the request as a collision.

These five slots consist of 40 bits which can be disturbed. The probability for incorrect

transmission can again be calculated using the binomium from Newton, which gives

P(X> 1) =1 -P(X =0) = 1- (1-P" )40 .

Using the property given in formula 5.14., formula 5.16 becOInes

P(x';;::.l) :::: 1-(1-40P,.) =40P".

(5.16)

(5.17)

So the probabi1ity of an error in these 5 slots can be approximated by 40 Pe•

In this case a stop signal will be transmitted on the id1e channeI. This means the system

moved from the Success State to the Collision State (see figure 5.6).
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Pno

LlOPe

Pno

Figure 5.6: State Diagram with transmission errors.

In figure 5.6 is shown how the new state diagram can be transformed in a similar diagram

as figure 5.5. The new state transition probabilities are

P = P -40'Pare
(5.18)

and

2Pr

l-Pr

+40'P
~

7
P,~ +40P~ (l-P,)

I-P
I"

(5.19)

1-2P
Pno =1-Pa -Pb = I"

l-P
I"

(5.20)

It is obvious that the Pno is in both models the same. The different Pa and Pb indicate a new

expression for E{CT},

E{CT} = PI"(Y+15)-lOP,2 +1-1O·40P,,(l-P,).

l-P
I"

(5.21)

With these expressions the average number of reschedulings NI" and the throughput Scan be

calculated easily (same as in section 5.3.).

Second, the central station can detect an error when the Error Check of the whole message

is decided to be incorrect. These errors wiU be handled by the SRMA protocol: a Time Out

is generated and the terminal will reschedule the transmission. Thus, this check detects the

transmission errors in the last 11 slots of the request message. The transmission error

probability can be calculated in a similar way as above described. However, while in this

case 88 bits are transmitted, the approximation will be less accurate. With a Pe of 10-6 this

effect is fortunately very smal!. So the probability of a transmission error is approximated
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to be 88 Pe• The number of reschedulings Nrr , caused by these errors, can be calculated

similar to formula 5.9. This can be expressed as

N =_{2_---:-88----=P,.-::-e)=-8_8P_e
rr l-88Pe

With a Pe = 10-6 Nrr will be 1.76 10-4
•

5.5. Conc\usions

(5.22)

In this chapter the performance of the Improved ICMA-CD protocol has been studied.

Expressions are derived for both the throughput and the number of retransmissions. Both

parameters depend upon the probability of only and only one request attempt in one slot, Pro

The packet detection time Y (in slots) is also very important. In the case of a non-ideal

transmission channel the Bit Error Rate intluences also the performance.

Pr depends upon the traffic and the slot time, i.e. the transmission bandwidth. Both the traffic

and the bandwidth will be the subject of study in the next chapters.
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6. Protocol for Information Transfer and Channel Allocation.

The search for an appropriate channel allocation mechanism is the aim of this chapter, as

introduced in chapter 2. This implies the determination which information channel has to be

used by which terminal, and the bandwidth division among the channels and the users.

The allocation mechanisms have two main purposes [Van Engelshoven, 1991]. Theyare used

primarily to guarantee the Quality Of Service (QOS) of the connections. Of second

importance is the aim to achieve the highest possible multiplexing gain. The statistical gain

is the factor by which the sum of the peak bandwidth exceeds the output channel's capacity

[Gilbert et al.,1991].

6.1. The existing channel allocation protocol

The proposal for a radio based ATM protocol will be reviewed and evaluated in this section

[Sonnemans, 1990, chapter 6]. This includes the channel allocation mechanism and the

queuing model of the whole system.

6.1.1. Protocol description

The transmission of ATM cells through the radio network is the primary task of the protocol.

The transmission of single cells is always a part of a session. A session is established using

the BTMA multi access protocol on the (SRMA) request channeL The user is given the asked

capacity if enough free bandwidth is available. He is never allowed to send more cells during

asession than this asked (peak) capacity. In the virtual transmission channel, the reserved

slots, are allocated in such a way that the Inter Arrival Time (lAT) between time slots is a

constant for a particular user. This is the same procedure as in TDMA transmission systems.

However, this isn't mentioned by R. Sonnemans. The central station synchronizes the system

by the allocation of the capacity. This is achieved with the broadcast of acknowledgements

by the central station. All the terminals receive the acknowledgements. These contain which

slots are assigned to a user.

Other active terminals can't use the unfilled slots in a virtual channel of another active user,

this capacity is simply thrown away. The time between the arrival of an ATM cell at an

active terminal and the actual transmission of that cell, is defined as the cell delay. This

delay depends upon the number of previous arrived cells which are still waiting for service

and the time between arrival and next allocated slot. The queue of the waiting cells is of the
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M/Dll type. The distribution of the waiting time (waiting time versus probability) of this

queuing system is only known in the s domain.

6.1.2. Cell delay

The following analysis is presented in [Sonnemans, 1990] to determine the cell delay D c (short

summary).

1. Time slots are allocated to an user in such a way that the inter arrival time

between successive time slots is a constant, I/p.c'

2. This is aM/Dil queuing system, with D=lIp.c' Extra delay: time between

packet arrival and next allocated time slot ~ IIp.c. This gives:

D (M/DIl) < D c ~ D (M/DIl)+lIp.c'

3. M/Dll system evaluation.

s domain: M/GIl - M/DIl: unable to transform to time domain.

z domain: M/GIl - M/DIl: unable to transform to time domain.

Transformation possible with the intermediate value theorem. This gives a

numerical estimation of P(q =Q) (Q=queue length).

4. P(D(M/Dllr~(Q +1)/p.J ~ P(q;::' Q), Q=queue length. In words: the

probability the M/Dll delay is longer than Q+l IAT's is smaller than the

probability that the queue length exceeds Q.

P(D(M/DIl) +IIp.c ;::. (Q+2)/p.J < P(q> Q). The same expression as above.

P(D(M/DIl) +IIp.c ;::. (Q+2)/p.J ;::. P(Dc;::' (Q+2)/p.J. Use point 2.

P(Dc;::' (Q+2)/p.J ~ P(q;::. Q). Combination of the two last mentioned

expressions. This inequality is plotted in [Sonnemans, 1990].

6.1.3. Evaluation

The analyzed protocol is a classical TDMA system. However, the already existing knowledge

about these kinds of systems (no references concerning this subject) hasn't been used. The

analysis seems to be all right, but it is an approximation.

Strange is that a downlink information channel -from the central station to the remote- is

missing. From a communications point of view this is of course a requirement. The handling

in the same way of all the traffic streams is another shortage. It is more obvious to treat at

least the continuous and bursty traffic in different ways.

The central station synchronizes the system with acknowledgements. How this is done in

practice isn't clear from the report. As last is mentioned that a protocol is missing which
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deals with erroneous cell transmissions. This is absolutely necessary because of the (for

ATM) high BER of the radio links.

Conclusion is that the protocol of R. Sonnemans is a simple solution for a restricted

environment.

In the following parts of this chapter will be tried to develop a more adequate and rea1istic

protocol. To understand the problems, the different facets will be explained in this chapter.

6.2. Network Properties

Some general properties of the indoor IBN are looked at in this section. The description of

the required network performance is started with. Next the question will be answered

whether statistical or deterministic multiplexing should be used. At last the expected traffic

of the network will be the point of attention.

6.2.1. Network performance

Normally users of networks are only interested in the services a network can offer. If

someone uses his telephone, then he wants to speak and hear the other party in a 'natural'

way. This means that the network should offer aspecific Quality Of Service [Gilbert et

al,1991]. The ATM layer must accommodate two classes of QOS:

1. With a committed information transfer quality of service per connection. (e.g.

telephone, video).

2. With an averaged information transfer quality of service over many

connections. (e.g. data services).

In practice this means that a user demands for connections with a specific error rate and a

maximum delay.

The network operator has another goal: to provide as many as possible connections with

minimal equipment. This means that he asks for a network with a high theoretical

throughput. Finding an optimum in the trade off between throughput and delay will be the

major point in the design of the network system.

6.2.2. Statistical and deterministic multiplexing.

In ATM the connection resources can be allocated on either the deterministic or statistical

multiplexing method. Both types will be explained in this section.

Deterministic multiplexing implies that each connection is allocated resources to
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Deterministic multiplexing implies that each connection is allocated resources to

accommodate its peak cell rate. This means that the sum of the peak bandwidth off all

established connections is less (or equal) then the transmission channel capacity. This

indicates:

cellievel congestion is totally eliminated.

negligible cellioss.

no cell delay variations.

limited traffic control.

no bandwidth fragmentation.

no different hierarchicallevels.

Disadvantage is that the transmission capacity is not efficiently used, i.e. there is no

multiplexing gain.

Statistical multiplexing implies that the capacity of an output channel is less than the sum

of the peak connection bandwidth, but it is larger than their average total bandwidth

requirements. Some multiplexing gain is possible. This is most advantageous for high

bandwidth variabie bit rate services. It uses the law of large numbers, it seems that it is only

beneficial when more than 20 terminals use on one link [Gilbert et al, 1991].

The main disadvantages are:

the finite probability of cell level overload and congestion, which makes

buffers necessary.

variabie delays.

It has to be noted that these multiplexing methods are always used in a fully connection

oriented ATM environment.

While about 20 variabie bit rate users are necessary to reach some statistical multiplexing

gain [Gilbert et al, 1991], it is not very suitable to a small local network with a very limited

number of users. Because of this, in the IRIBN is chosen for deterministic multiplexing. This

is only of importance for the ATM call acceptance mechanism.

6.2.3. Traffic characteristics

To develop a queuing model of the IRIBN it is necessary to model the statistical traffic

behaviour of the sources. The traffic generated by the IRIBN is somehow the same as for a

broadband LAN. However, although several studies are available which describe some of the

statistical characteristics of LAN traffic, a complete description of the statistical behaviour
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and the associated traffic models remains to be found. Furthermore, future new services can

have a big influence on such a model. The ATM behaviour has to be service independent

finally.

The information packets offered to the ATM layer are always generated by higher OSI layer

applications. The AAL adapts these to the ATM cell format. On this level four service

classes are distinguished, as can be seen in figure 6.1.

Cia.. /I. I aa•• B CIa..c
I

C.... D

EN

REGlVIRED NOT REaIJIREO

CONSTANT VARIABLE

DE CONIECTION ORENTED ICONNECTONlESS

TIMI~BETWE

50UlCE/I.Nll

DESUIATION

CONNECT ION 1/0

BIT R/l.TE

Figure 6. 1: Service Classes for AAL [de Prycker, 1991].

With the three variables, which are the bit rate, connection mode and the timing between

source and destination, are theoretically eight combinations possible. The CCITT has only

defined the classes corresponding to existing services. These are [de Prycker,1991]:

Class A: A time relation between the source and the destination is

needed, the service is connection oriented and the bit rate is

constant. Examples are fixed rate video and voice.

Class B: The same as class A, except that the bit rates are variabie.

Examples are variabie bit rate video and audio.

Class C: A time relation between the source and the destination is not

necessary. There are no strict requirements on the network

caused delays. An example is connection oriented data transfer

and signalling.

Class D: This connectionless class is a little bit a stranger in the

connection oriented ATM. Connectionless data transport like

Switched Multimegabit Data Services (SMDS).

The AAL adapts the packets generated by these sources to the information field of ATM

cells, i.e. 48 bytes. The 'adaptation packets' are called Segmentation And Reassembly (SAR)

packets. These information 'packets' contain also some fields to guarantee a correct service,
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The SAR packets are transmitted transparent through the ATM and Physical Medium layers.

Eventually the control information in the SAR packets can be used in the indoor sub network,

but it is strictly forbidden to change them.

The precise description of the behaviour of the traffic sources can be subject of further study.

6.3. The basic allocation protocol.

In the previous suggested system was decided to synchronise the TDMA system using

separate acknowledgements for each information cell over the acknowledgement channel of

the SRMA request protocol [Sonnemans,1990]. The timing of the scheduling was

predetermined for a whole session.

It was already suggested that for the variabie bit rate sources (e.g. AAL class B) it would

be more efficient when a terminal can ask for more capacity in case of temporally

congestion. This was seen as a session (request) problem. In my opinion requests for additive

capacity should take place within asession. This because the variance in the bit rate of the

source is known before a 'call' is accepted. This indicates a more dynamic/adaptive

scheduling of the acknowledgements.

A possible solution is the usage of tokens which are added to the information cells

[Malyan,1991]. Two token types can be distinguished. The first is filled by a remote and is

transmitted on the uplink. The contents of the token can be e.g. continue the transmission

after this packet or last packet of transmission. The second is filled by the central station and

includes the acknowledgements for the terminals (synchronizing the TDMA system). The

tokens send from the central station to the remotes should contain also a destination address.

This mechanism can be used as a basis for a more complex allocation protocol. It has to be

noted that these tokens are used only during asession. This allocation protocol is similar to

the Generic Flow Control mechanism for Customers Premises Networks (CPN) in the ATM

layer. This protocol is still under study by the CCITT. For the Generic Flow Control are

four bits reserved in the cell headers. This means that the cell header (new GFC code word)

and the REC can change during the travelling of a cell through the Customer Premises

Network . This indicates more buffer capacity and additive delays. While in chapter 2 is

chosen for a sub-network in the physical layer a separate mechanism will still be necessary.

Rowever, this is may be an arbitrary decision.
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6.4. The Information Channels

The information channels have to support both uplink and downlink channels. Uplink means

from the remote to the central station, downlink from the central station to the remote.

In section 2.1. the two major types of connections were described. First the local traffic,

second the connections with the wired ATM backbone network. The information channels

have to support both kinds of traffic. The further analysis is started with the assumption that

the two tractie streams use separated infonnation channels.

0··········
Remote TE-1

Remote TE-3
ö

Central Station

Relayed Channels

Remote TE-2

Packet Ready for transmission.

Figure 6,2: Local traffic configuration.

The configuration of figure 6.2 can be used for handling the local traffic. In this

configuration the downward channel is simply a relayed version of the upward channel, i.e.

the information cells/packets which are arriving at the central station are immediately

broadcasted. In figure 6.2. TEl transmits an information packet and an added control token.

The central station relays the information and replaces the token. In the next time slot TE3

is permitted to start transmission. The main advantages of a relayed downlink channel are:

If an uplink is available, all local connections can be made.

No additive queuing delays in the central station,

Broadcast and multicast possible.
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Verification by sending terminal possible of own relayed transmission.

Use downlink channel as synchronisation channel for the remote terminals (use

as kind of polling channel).

Re1atively easy implementation.

Disadvantages are:

Only error control possible on the separate links when the central station

buffers the incoming cells/packets. This indicates some additive delays and

thus less efficient use of the information channels.

An independent uplink and the downlink is another configuration. For local traffic this will

have only disadvantages (always the opposite of the advantages mentioned above).

The possible configurations for the connections with the ATM backbone network are

shown in figure 6.3.

TE-1 RADIO CHANNEL centm I
station

WIRE OR FIBRE TE-2
,.- ""'"1

uplin~ ~ '" [E]
"'"/ /

/ ~ broadcast downlirt /' [R]

'" '"/ Local Errcr Control

"'""'" /'

/
ATM Pj:IDTOCOL AND ERROR CüNTROL

"'"'" /'

UPLINK

"'" "'"K·····.----.- .... ···- .... -.- ... ·· ....... ··~ /'
RELAYED CHANNEL

V
DOWNLINK

1/
I~_ ....... __ .__ .......... __ ...... _._-_ .....) i'-

RELAYED CHANNEL

Figure 6.3:
Traffic between Indoor Radio Network and backbone ATM Network.

(A)

(B)

A connection is split up in a radio and a wired part. The wired part uses standard CCITT

ATM protocols. This is also the case with the end to end (terminal to terminal) connections.
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In figure 6.3. is bidirectional traffic assumed. In (a) is chosen for one uplink and one

downlink channel. The uplink channel is now used for the transmission of information cells

and tokens. The central station removes the tokens out of the bit stream and gives the ATM

cells over to the ATM network. The central station transmits on the downlink channel the

reversed traffic and the generated tokens. This means that relaying isn't possible as described

in the previous section.

In (b) is chosen for the same system as in (a) with two more relayed channels offering the

same advantages as described above. Which of the two configurations is preferabie in this

case depends on the used error control mechanism, which will be explained in the next
\..

chapter. From the point of consistency, option (b) fixes best with the configuration for the

local traffic.

6.5. The Error Control

Additive error checks seem to be necessary on the physical layer because of the relatively

bad link quality (and a corresponding high BER) in comparison with optical fibres. In CCITT

ATM, the cell header is the only part of the ATM cell which is guaranteed an error free

transfer through the ATM layer of the network. This is necessary because the header contains

the virtual channel and path identifier which are used for the routing. The headers are

protected by a Header Error Code (HEC) which is calculated and added in the physicallayer.

They are checked on a link by link basis. If an uncorrectable error is detected, the whole

ATM cell will be discarded. The AAL verifies the information field of the ATM cells on an

end to end basis.

6.5.1. The local error control of the ATM cells

Two scenarios for additive error control are possible in the local radio network. The first

solution is to protect the whole ATM cell on a radio link by radio link basis, e.g. with

locally introduced error checks. This indicates the use of a data link layer protocol

[Tanenbaum, 1988] (OSI layer 2) within the physicallayer (see figure 6.4.a). This can be for

example a Sliding Window Protocol with window size 1. This is a kind of Stop and Wait

Protocol. This is sufficient because of the very short distances and transmission times in the

network [Tanenbaum, 1988, pg 225-228].

Doing no additive control is the second solution. This asks for some explanation. One

connection will consist in local traffic out of maximum 2 radio links and for outside traffic

of only 1 radio link. The radio links are the only links of the connection in the case of the
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local traffic. Link by link control will have almost the same results as end to end control in

this case. Of course the REC remains on the ATM layer level (see figure 6.4.(b)).

Remote TE-2
CENTRAL STATION

..- AAL end to end protocol
AAL

>TM error control .... '" AAL

ATM I ATM ./ ,
ATM

'added data link::'
..... '" ATM

I PL ..- ....
PL ..... layer protocol' PL -... '" PL

/1' 1" /1' /1'

Remote TE-1

(a) loca! error control wlth an added data link layer protocol.

...- AAL end to end protocol
AAL

ÄTM error contra I ....
..- AAL

ATM ATM I ATM ..-
ATM..... , ..... ./

PL I PL I PL I PL

1" /1' T /1'

(b) Local Trafflc without addltlve error control.

AAL ./ AAL end ta end ....
AAL AAL ..-

..ATM error control:
,

ATM r-- '"
ATM ATM -...

PL PL PL

/1' /f' /l'.

ATM network

(c) Traffic with backbone ATM network without add. error control.

Figure 6.4: Local Error Control Alternatives.

The radio link will likely be the link with the worst quality for traffic with the ATM

backbone network . The BER of the wired ATM will be almost negligible compared to the

radio network. Thus end to end error control will not increase the number of retransmissions

in the local network. Rowever, this will be probably unacceptable for the operator of the

ATM network. This can be avoided when for these kinds of connections the terminal-central

station traffic is handled by using the AAL protocols: then end to end error control will be

available (see figure 6.4.(c)).

The determination which of the two solutions is preferabie will depend on the BER of the

radio links. With a high BER it will probably more advantageous to choose for the first

option. With a decreasing BER, the second solution tends to become more attractive. From

the viewpoint of implementation simplicity the second solution is preferabie.

6.5.2. The error protection of the control tokens

It is of course necessary to assure correct transmission of the CPN control tokens besides the

error control concerning the ATM cells. Some alternatives will be mentioned.

One option is to check the token together with the ATM cells. This is only possible if is

chosen for local error control with a data link layer protocol as described in the previous
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section. Main advantage is that the number of checks is minimized, so less overhead will be

necessary.

Another possibility is to use a protective coding for the tokens and eventually a parity bit.

With an appropriate design, the correcting probability of token errors will become almost

100%. So a retransmission scheme isn't necessary. However, burst errors can destroy this

picture. This proposal can be best used in combination with the second option for the local

error control. The increase in the system complexity due to the newly introduced error check

algorithm is a disadvantage. However, it becomes easy to use, change and access the control

token. Less buffering capacity and delay will be the result.

This solution looks like a separate token and information channel. In theory two separate

channels could be used. However, this has some major disadvantages. First, two channels

indicate less efficient use of the bandwidth, e.g. by double timing and transmission delays.

Second, two channels need more receiving and sending equipment, making the terminals

more expensive.

6.5.3. Choice of total error control.

The choice of an error protecting protocol for the tokens is strongly related with the local

error control mechanism. It points out that two combinations can be chosen.

The first option. Use of a data link layer protocol in the ATM Physical Layer on link by

link basis. This protocol is used for protection of both the ATM cells and the control tokens.

The second option. Use the AAL protocol for protecting the information part of the ATM

cens on end to end basis for the entire radio section of a connection. For local traffic this are

two radio links, for traffic with the ATM backbone network this is one link. Tokens are

protected separately by a protective coding and a parity bit.

The second option is chosen.

6.6. The Token System

The main task of the local flow control mechanism is that the accepted calls (by the ATM

acceptance system) get their requested QOS. Before introducing the token systems some

requirements are made, similar to those for the GFC protocol. These are [CCITT, 1991]:

Guarantee of capacity. The flow control mechanism must be capable of

ensuring that terminals using various bit-rate CBR services, and terminals

using VBR services with various traffic sources and having an element of
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guaranteed capacity, can be supplied with the capacity assured to them.

Fair share of capacity. Fair share is defined to mean that any spare capacity

is used on a need basis.

Efficiency. the protocol should not unduly reduce the available capacity.

The token system should not perform flow control of traffic from the

backbone network.

Because of the use of radio one requirement is added. An error free

environment is assumed. This can be done if for example the underlying 'data

link layer' protocol operates in a proper way.

There are four types of AAL traffic streams, as can be read in section 6.4.. These traffic

streams have different service requirements. They get a certain priority to distinguish them,

which is used by the flow control system. Four traffic classes at the AAL imply four

priorities. However, this isn't necessary. According to [Murase et al, 1991] two priorities

can be sufficient.

6.6.1. Token System on the links

The token system takes care of the local transfer of the ATM cells. This has to be done in

sueh a way that the users get their requested QOS. The token system treats the four AAL

service classes in different ways. The virtual frames are introduced to assure their quality of

service. With the sending of acknowledgements the central station builds the virtual frames.

In this way it becomes a sequence of cells from different terminals which operate fully

independent of each other. There isn 't any timing information within a virtual frame. In

genera! always the same constant length, the virtual frame time 1;; s. An example is given

in figure 6.5.

: AAL
: ClA5S
: A

AAL

ClASS

B

AAL

CLASS

C&D

To

>.

__~·.·.·.·.........•••" •••• «<l
Figure 6.5: Virtual Frames of the token system.
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The central station has to schedule the acknowledgements in such a way that the virtual frame

structure is used advantageouslyo A repeatable scheduling and allocation mechanism is most

simple and desirabie. This means that the allocation mechanism has to be repeated every Tc s.

The cell lAT of the slowest class A source is taken as the virtual frame time (Tc s), just as

for example POTS in ISDN.

Sources with higher bit rates simply get more 'slots' in this virtual frame than the slower

sources. The allocation of more slots in one virtual frame can be done in two ways.

First, the a_tokens can be equally spread over the virtual frame slots. In this way a (near)

continuous cell stream is generated. The advantage of such a scheme is that the delay jitter

will be minimal. Jitter means that cen displacements in a (continuous) cen stream are small

compared to the average cell inter arrival time [Royal PTT,1991]. This agrees with the ATM

standardso

Second, the central station can acknowledge with one a_token a remote station for more than

one frame slot. In this way the overhead doesn 't increase with the increase of requested

capacity. A problem is that the backbone ATM network doesn't accept een streams with a

strong delay jitter as in this case (one could speak even of bursty behaviour). This makes

extra buffers necessary between the CPN and the ATM backbone network in the central

station. Compared to the fi.rst described solution the cen delay doesn 't increase in this option

[Rom & Sidi, 1991]. It is also a more simple and thus robust protocol, e.g. the timing will

become less difficuit.

Which of both procedures has to be followed can be subject of further study.

6.6.2. Class A Traffic.

First will be discussed how c1ass A is handled in the token systemo This is illustrated by

figure 6.6.

After a connection has been established using the request protocol (see chapter 3 and 4), the

centra! station starts sending acknowledgements tokens (a token) to the remote terminal.

After the reception of this a_token, the remote will send its information packet (one or more

ATM cells) and an added token, which is normally an continue token (c token). The central

station will then continue with sending acknowledgements to the remote. The time between

two a_tokens will be constant like in a TDMA systemo When the terminal wants to end the

session, it sends an end token (e_token)0 The central station responds with stopping the

scheduling and transmission of a_tokens.

It has to be noted that only if the generated traffic is average a whole number of cells per

virtual frame, e.g. 2, the user can receive exactly this capacity per virtual frameo If the cell
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SESSIDN rlEQLEST
&

SESSION DELAY

Figure 6.6: Class A handling

rate for instance is 1,5 eens/frame, then altering 1 and 2 eens/frame will be scheduled.

During asession this will never change. The centra! station can predict the needed number

of eens/frame. Thus, the transfer of control information isn't necessary.

6.6.3. Class B traffic.

Class B has almost the same QOS requirements as class A traffic. The difference is that the

bit rate is variabie. If eens are anocated on the peak een rate of the souree, it is naturany

possible to use the same mechanism as for class A. However, here a more sophisticated

algorithm will be described.

The starting procedure is the same as for class A. As starting a_token rate the mean bit rate

is suggested. During asession two things can happen, an empty or fuU transmission buffer

at the remote terminal, as can be seen in figure 6.7.

When the transmission buffer becomes fun, the remote requests for more capacity . This is

done by sending a buffer fun token (bCtoken). The central station can anticipate in two

ways.

When the een rate of the remote decreases again, the transmission buffer will become empty.

It will now send a buffer empty token (be_token). The central station will decreases the

number of acknowledgements. To avoid too many changes in the scheduling, this last
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lAT

END OF SESSION

Figure 6.7: Class B traffic handling.

response is only done after the reception of two successive be_tokens.

6.6.4. Class C&D traffic

The two remaining classes (C and D) differ only in their connection mode. The QOS is for

both of them the same. This indicates they need only one priority. They are handled in a

totally different way as the above described classes. An example is given in figure 6.8.
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SESSIDN REOUST

SESSION DELAY

lAT BETWEEN

A_TOKENS

IS VARIABLE

END OF SESSION

Figure 6.8: Class C&D traffic handling.

The multi access protocol is used for sending a request for the start of asession. When a

session is acknowledged, the information transfer can start. The central station schedules the

a_tokens in the unused slots of the TDMA frames by the classes A&B, who have always a

higher priority. This is continued for as long as the remote has any cells ready for

transmission. For the control are again the c_token, e_token, bCtoken and the be_token

available.

6.7. Control of token mechanism

The central station controls the token system. To do this in a proper way, the central station

has to know the state of the system. The subject of this section is how this can be done.

6.7.1. Determination and description of the system state

The allocation mechanism is repeated every virtual frame time Tc s (see section 6.6.1.). For

this purpose the central station uses a table containing the characteristics of all the current
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connections. An example is given in figure 6.9.

TYPE MEAN PEAK AlLOC"lED
USER 8URSTINESS NLMBER

(CLA5S) TPAFFC TPAFFK:
CELLSlFRMAE

1 A 64KBllIS 0 1

4 B 9.6~11S 2DMBITIS 0.8 170

5 B 1M8IT/S 2IJBITIS 0.4 30

10 0 0.6 60

+

261
LINK LOAD

(~ LINK CAPACITY)

Figure 6.9: Example of traffic table in the central station.

A traffic table can contain several parameters characterizing the connections. First, the

central station has to know the traffic class of a certain connection. This is necessary for

knowing the priority of a certain user. Second, it is useful to know the mean traffic (bit rate) ,

the peak traffic (bit rate) and the burstiness [Murase, 1991]. These are also important for the

ATM call acceptance mechanism.

Further, it is very important to account how many slots are allocated to each terminal in the

virtual frames. The summation of this last column of the traffic table gives the system load

in a certain virtual frame. The link load will always be less than or equal to the total link

capacity.

Eventually an extra column can be added for still open requests for more capacity. However,

this is may be not necessary while congestion is almost excluded (see section 6.6.).

In practice two tables will be necessary, one for the current frame and one for the next

frame. This makes the read/write timing much more simpie, and is very easy to implement.
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It has to be noted that this is not necessary.

The described traffic table in this section offers all the information of the current state of the

token system.

6.7.2. Capacity allocation

In this section will be tried to give an answer to the question how the bandwidth of the

system should be divided among the active users, i.e. how many cells/slots are allocated to

each user in the virtual frames. It has to be emphasized that the ATM call acceptance

mechanism guarantees enough capacity. This means that under normal circumstances the

token system is never moved in a congestion state. In case of emergencies, the token system

has to be stabie. Stabie means an autonomous return to normal operation after e.g. a

temporary congestion.

Class A traffic is relative easy to handle. If an user has been accepted, and is in an

information transfer session, it needs each virtual frame the same amount of capacity. During

asession this will never change. When the cell per frame rate is not a whole number, a more

complex situation occurs (see section 6.6.2). All the class A traffic is scheduled in the first

part of the virtual frame, see figure 6.5.

Because the class B traffic has a variabie bit rate and thus a cell/frame rate, it is more

difficult to handle. A session starts with the allocation of the number of cells/frame

corresponding with the average bit rate of the VBR souree.

Imagine that an user has a temporarily need for more capacity. It transmits a request for

more capacity (bCtoken). The central station calculates the available capacity for this class

Buser, i.e. the link capacity minus the capacity allocated to the other class Band A users

in the current frame. If the requested capacity fits in the available bandwidth, the user is

serviced. If not, cells have to be queued or discarded at the VBR souree.

In practice, the sum of the requested extra capacity of all Class B sourees (instead of the

capacity of the single user will be used). The available bandwidth is fairly divided among the

requesting users, as demanded in section 6.6. This is in theory preferabie.

A major problem is that the system includes only the transmission buffer fuH token. But how

much extra capacity is needed? There are a few options.

First option is to introduce more sophisticated tokens. These tokens could represent the

requested capacity. But how can the remote terminal predict the future? It can make only an

approximation on basis of its traffic characteristics and parameters. But these are also known
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by the central station (traffic tabie).

This brings us to the second option. The central station tries to estimate the needed extra

capacity in case of a received betoken. This is done with the collected parameters in the

traffic tabie. From these parameters a capacity multiplication factor Cmp! can be calculated.

This cao have as basis the quotient of the peak bit rate bp and the currently allocated bit rate

bea, thus

(6.1)

If this quotient is taken as capacity multiplication factor, the source is always allocated its

peak bit rate in the next frame. However, this can lead to a waist of capacity. Because of this

the burstiness is taken into account. The normalized burstiness factor BFn is introduced for

this purpose. This factor has a value between 0 and 1, indicating not bursty and very bursty.

Suggestions for the determination of this factor can be find in [Royal PTT, 1991].

With this burstiness factor taken into account the capacity multiplication factor becomes

Cmp! =( Cbasic -1) 'BFn + 1 .

With this formula the allocated bit rate in the next virtual frame becomes

b = b . Cea ,next ca ,Cllrrent mp!'

(6.2)

(6.3)

Take for example a traffic source with a peak bit rate of 10 Mbit/s and a mean bit rate of

5 MbitIs. Currently it is 8 Mbit/s allocated. This means that Cbasic becomes 10/8 = 1.25. If

it is a bursty source, e.g. BFn = 0.9, the Cmp! becomes 1.225. The bca will thus become in

the next slot 8 * 1.225 = 9,8 MbitIs. A less bursty user with a BFn = 0.2 will get a Cmpj =

1.05 and the b ca next =8,40 MbitIs.

In case of a request for a decrease of the allocated capacity (he_token) another scheme has

to be used. The bca,next has now to be a part of the previous allocated bit rate. It is very

simple to use for the Cmp! the 'complement' of the burstiness, i.e.

C = l-BFmp! n . (6.4)

This formula is used together with 6.3. in a same way as described in the above example.

Class C and D traffic doesn't almost has delay restrictions, it has always a low priority. They

are acknowledged only if capacity is available after all the class A and B traffic has been

serviced. All this capacity can be used by the class C & D traffic. From the viewpoint of

faimess, all the sources share the available capacity equally. This is assured by the central
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station. In case of heavy network load, this can lead to huge delays for the users in these

classes.

The described procedure is a simple solution for the capacity allocation problem on the

transmission links. It is flexible and can deal with different traffic sources. The response time

of the system is at least the virtual frame time Tc' As last problem remains how the system

should deal with the signalling information. This will be discussed in the next section.

6.7.3. Signalling. which priority ?

In ATM the signalling is performed using separated ATM channels. Two stages can be

distinguished in the signalling process. The signalling starts always with the use of the Meta

Signalling Channel (MSC). This channel has a predetermined VCI and VPI which is the same

for the whole ATM network, and is used by all the network users. Using the MSC, the

terminal is assigned to aspecific Signalling Virtual Channel Link (SVCL) by the ATM

network. A SVCL belongs always to one ATM connection. This channel is used for e.g.

negotiating about the wanted QOS. The signalling channel is of the Class C type [de

Prycker,1991]. A maximum permitted delay for the SVCL channels is about 260 ms (up and

down link, value is taken from the ISDN). The question is now, how to deal with the

signalling cells.

Signalling is considered as important in a network. It should be avoided that, in case of a

very heavy load, signalling cells will be lost or delays become excessive.

There are some alternatives.

First, the signalling traffic is treated the same as normal Class C traffic. This is the lowest

traffic priority. This means that in a congestion situation the delays can become too high.

However, this will be very rare with a good working ATM call acceptance mechanism.

Another possibility is to introduce a kind of C+ class. In this class cell allocation is assured

even in heavy load circumstances (of course only in asession!!). This is always done by

giving these connections at least every 130 ms the highest priority. The central station

manages this using the class type entry in the traffic tabie.

This C+ class can also be treated in a total different way then the normal C class traffic.

Signalling messages are normally very short, maximums are mentioned of about 6 cells (300

bytes in ISDN). If a signalling session is started, the token system gives within 130 ms an

acknowledge for the whole message. This is always done in one virtual frame, after which

the session is immediately terminated. A terminal is acknowledged for the maximum

signalling message length of 6 cells. This reduces the system complexity and assures in all
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situations the transfer of the signalling system.

It seems that the two last mentioned solutions are preferabie. The solution which treats the

signalling traffïc as ordinary C traffic with, in case of heavy system loads, an assurance for

cell transfer will use the available bandwidth efficient. System complexity will increase due

to this mechanism. The solution in which a whole signalling messages is served in one virtual

frame is less complex. However, it will waist some system capacity.

The conc1usion is that both solutions are acceptabie. Which of the two is chosen will be a

trade off between system complexity and bandwidth efficiency.

6.8. Oueuing analysis

In this section will be looked at the M/Dll queuing system and the TDMA system. As

described in section 6.1., the cell delays in the IRIBN can be determined with these systems.

In this analysis is assumed that the inter arrival time between two allocated slots is constant.

This is typical for c1ass A traffic.

6.8.1. M/Dll queuing system

The M/Dll queuing theory is a special case of the M/GIl queuing systems. Aim is to find

the expressions for the waiting times in the system. Both average and (cumulative)

distribution formulas for the waiting system are looked at. Most of this theory is from

[Kleinrock, 1975] and [Gross & Harris, 1985]. It has to be noted that all the expressions are

only valid for the time/point just after a customer left the queue. In this section the

transmission packets will be denoted by customers, which is usual in the queuing theory.

The analysis starts always with the equation of Pollaczek-Khintchin transform equation,

which gives the z transform of the number of customers in the system, P(q=Q), CP is the

system utilization, [Kleinrock, 1975,pg.194]),

Q(z) = (1 - p)(l-z)
1-ze p (l-z)
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(6.6)

From this z transform the following eXpreSSlOnS for P(q=Q) can be derived

[Gross & Harris,1985,pg.269],

P(q=O)= l-p
P(q=I)=(I-p)(e P -1)

n [(kP)n-k + (kP)n-k-IJP(q=n)=(I-p)L (-ll- k é p (n > 2)
k=1 (n-k)! (n-k-l)!

These last expressions were evaluated with a computer and plotted in figure 6.10.
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Fïgure 6.10: P(q=Q) for M/D/1 system for Q=O to 9.

With formula 6.5 it is possible to calculate the distributed cumulative expressions for the

queue lengths. For P(q>Q) is find

Q-I

P(q > Q) = 1- L P(q = Q) .
I

This expression is plotted in figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: P(q -;::. Q) for M/D/1 system with pand Q as parameter.

For the cumulative distribution P(q < Q) has been found

Q-I

P(q < Q) = L P(q=Q) .
I

(6.8)

This expression is plotted in figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: P(q < Q) for M/D/1 system with pand Q as parameter.
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Besides these expressions, concerning the number of customers in the system on one service

moment, some expressions are known for the averages of some system variables.

First, the expression for the average queue length q is

__ 2p _p2

q- 2(1-p) ,

which is plotted in figure 6.13 [Kleinrock, 1975,pg.188].
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Figure 6.13: Average M/D/1 queue length.

Compare this result with the result of figure 6.10. The maxima in the curves of 6.10

(P(q=Q) seem to correspond with the points of the curves in figure 6.13. The average

number of customers in the waiting queue increases very fast for p smaller than 0.2 and

higher than 0.8.

The average time spent in the system, S, normalized to the service time ( x ,corresponding

1- P
S 2
---x l-p

which is plotted in figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Average M/D/l time spent in system.

From formula 6.10 it is easy to derive the expression for the average waiting time, which

is the total time spent in system minus the service time,

w =~ -1 = p
x x 2(1-p)

(6.11)

The last part of this section deals with the distribution of the waiting time in the system. This

is done using the Laplace transform. The Laplace transform of the distribution of the waiting

time is denoted by W" (s), the transform of the distribution of the total time spent in the

system is S* (s). In [Kleinrock, 1975,pg.199-200] is for the M/D/1 queuing system derived that

and

W*(s) = s(l-p)
'\ '\ -sTs-I\+l\e '

(6.12)

(6.13)

It is complicated to transform these expressions back to the time domain [Sonnemans,1990].

We will use these expressions in the next section to compare the M/D/1 system with TDMA.
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6.8.2. TDMA queuing model.

In [Rom & Sidi, 1990] is presented a queuing analysis of the TDMA queuing system. A lot

of results are presented, but most of them are very difficuit to understand. In this section we

will briefly discuss some results.

The delay suffered by packets in TDMA systems has three components: (1) the time between

its generation and the end of the current frame, (2) the queuing time to allow all the packets

already queued to be transmitted and (3) the packet transmission itself. In the TDMA system

the duration of a frame is always Tc s, the packet transmission takes T s, and there are M

slots of T sin one frame (thus Musers!), as can be seen in figure 5.15.

M SLOTS/FRAME

T T T

TLEAVE SYSTEM

T T

----r----r----r----
o 0 ,
o 0 ,
o , ,

----r----r----r---- ----r----r----r-~-- ----r----r----r----
I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I
I I I I' I I I I

Tc Tc Tc Tc

ARRIVAL
OITe Wq

Figure 6.15: TDMA queuing system.

The total expected packet delay is

D=..!. T + W +T = pMT +T+_M_T
2 c q 2(1-p) 2

=T[l+~M]
2(1-p)

(6.14)

It is again difficuit to derive expressions for the message delay distribution. In this section

will be looked at a model with only messages of 1 packet. For the special Laplace transform

(see previous section) of the packet delay distribution is found that

(6.15)

If for the packet transmission time T is taken the same time as the frame time ~, a system
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has been created which is comparable to the MIDII system. But how comparable? Are both

systems may be the same?

Substituting Tc for Tin formula 6.15 gives

(6.16)

If both systems would be the same DO(s) and SO(s) (6.12 and 6.16) have to be equal.

Comparing both formulas this doesn 't seem to be so. This is only the case when

l-e -sT,

-=---=s.
Tc

To solve 6.17 we use the McLaurin series for eX, which gives

(6.17)

(6.18)

If the second and higher order terms are neglected it is immediately c1ear that the equation

6.17 becomes true. Remains as question when these higher order terms may be neglected.

While the equality has to be true for all s, it is necessary that 1;; is very small. This means

that the TDMA system and the MIDII queuing system behave the same when the frame time

is small. With frame times of the order of J.l.s this will be the case.

But why are both systems are under normal circumstances different? This is illustrated with

figure 6.16.

NUMBER IN QUEUE

Q=1
Tc

Q=5 Q=4

servICe moments

Q=6 Q=5

- 1 2 3 4 3 4 5

CELL ARRIVALS AND EXPECTED NlJv1BER OF PASSED FRAtv1ES BEFORE SERVICE

Figure 6.16: MIDII and TDMA example.
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In the first Tc s five new packets arrive. For the MIDI 1 system these are seen at the

beginning of the new frame, the queue size increases then with five. In the calculation by

[Rom & Sidi, 1990] the delays are calculated per arrival. This means that the position in the

sequence of arrivals within a frame affects the delay distribution. The time from arrival and

begin of the next frame is taken into account. This gives per arrival an added delay between

oand Tc. This explains the above derived result that both distributions are almost the same

for small Tc values.

The conclusion of this section is that the TDMA analysis presented in [Rom & Sidi,1990]

offers in a environment with very short frame times the same results as for the MIDI 1

queuing system. Thus it can be sufficient to know the characteristics of the M/DIl queuing

system to predict the delays in the network.

6.9. Conclusions.

In this chapter was searched for a protocol for the information transfer and the channel

allocation algorithm. The suggested protocol by Sonnemans [1990] is a solution for a

restricted environment. The radio network has to assure the Quality of Service (QOS) of the

connections. Deterministic multiplexing is preferabie above statistical multiplexing in the

indoor IBN. Four AAL traffic classes have to be transferred. A token system is applied as

bandwidth allocation protocol. The AAL performs the additive error control. A separate

check protects the tokens. The central station controls the token system.

An algorithm for capacity allocation has been suggested. This is a first order control system.

The signalling traffic is treated as a separate traffic Class. The TDMA system problems can

be approximated by M/DIl queuing systems in this system. This can be used to calculate the

eell delay of class A traffic.
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7. System Proposal

The proposed IRIBN is an ATM compatible network. The adaptation of the radio network to

standard ATM is performed in the transmission frame adaptation function of the physicallayer.

The IRIBN is an extended star network with the concentrators in one physical entity with the

central station. The available bandwidth for the system is divided into control and information

channels. The control channels ensure efficient use of the information channels.

Two levels are distinguished within an ATM call. The connections are established in the ATM

and higher layers. The ATM call acceptance mechanism decides which terminal is given a

connection. The traffic table in the central station is filled in this ATM callievei.

When a terminal wants to start cell transmission, it moves to the session level. A session is

defined as a burst/sequence of ATM cells transmitted within an ATM call. Session request are

made using the improved idle casting muiti access collision detect protocol (I-ICMA-CD). This

protocol is used in the control channels.

A token system takes care of the information transfer and the channel allocation within asession.

This system is used within the information channels. Each of the AAL traffic classes and the

signalling have their own priority. In the token system 'tokens' are piggy backed on the

information packets. These tokens contain the control information of the system. There are

tokens for continuing of transmission, end of transmission, buffer full, buffer empty and

acknowledgements. A preventive error coding and a parity bit protect the tokens against bit

errors. The information part of the messages isn't protected in the token system. The ATM

Header Error Checks and the ATM adaptation layer protect them against errors.

The central station controls the token system. The token system has a repeatable allocation

mechanism. This is done per virtual frame. The number of allocated slots in a virtual frame to

a particular terminal depends on the system and terminal state. The central station knows the

system state from the traffic tabie. The terminal state is transmitted by the terminals using the

tokens (e.g. buffer full token). These states are used in a first order control system for the

capacity allocation.

Two delays can be distinguished in the IRIBN. The session delay is the time between the request

for the start of asession and the first acknowledgement for a cell transmission. The cell delay

is the time a cell arriving at a terminal has to wait for service.
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8. Conclusions

The estimation of the chances for realising an IRIBN in the 60 GHz band is the subject of this

feasibility study. Emphasis should lay on the fact that the radio links are still studied. Their

qualities are still uncertain. Especially in the area of the possible bit rates, the packet detection

delay and the Bit Error Rate.

The realisation of the IRIBN looks to be possible. A (technical) proposal has been done for such

a network. It is an ATM compatible network. It can be used also in a different context.

The economical aspects have only been briefly discussed. The use of ATM implies that the

network will be compatible with the future world standard for broadband networks. The costs

of the system have not yet been calculated.

During the study it became c1ear that the currently developed indoor radio networks, like Digital

European Cordless Telecommunications (DECT), are still pre ISDN networks. The exchange

of the IBN for an ISDN can be an interesting option. The proposed radio system can still be

used then, but the requirements will be less.

A lot of further study remains to be done. Inter room networks have not been studied. This is

of particular interest for commercial networks. Further, it hasn't been possible to make an exact

queuing model or simulation of the network because of the lack of knowledge of the radio links.
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List of abbreviations

AAL

ATM

BCMA

BER

BTMA

CBR

CCITf

CD

CPN

CS

CSMA

CSMA-CD

CT

DECT

DPR

ES

GFC

FDMA

FIFa

HDTV

HEC

lAT

IBN

ICMA

ICMA-CD

I-ICMA-CD

I-IBN

IRIBN

ISDN

LAN

M/DIl

ATM Adaptation Layer.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode.

Busy Channe1 Multi Access.

Bit Error Rate.

Busy Tone Multi Access.

Continuous Bit Rate.

International Consultative Committee for Telecommunications and

Telegraphy.

Collision Detect.

Customers Premises Network.

Collision State.

Carrier Sense Multi Access.

CSMA Collision Detect.

Cyc1e Time.

Digital European Cordless Telephone Telecommunications.

Data Packet Request.

Empty State.

Generic Flow Control.

Frequency Division Multi Access.

First In First Out.

High Definition Tele Vision.

Header Error Coding.

Inter Arrival Time.

Integrated Broadband Network.

Idle Casting Muiti Access.

ICMA Collision Detect.

Improved ICMA Collision Detect.

Indoor Integrated Broadband Network.

Indoor Radio Integrated Broadband Network.

Integrated Services Digital Network.

Local Area Network.

Exponential distribution arrivals, Deterministic distribution service, 1 server.
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M/G/1

MSC

N-ISDN

NIT

OSI

PABX

PM

POTS

QOS

RAM

RM

SAR

SDH

SMDS

SRMA

SS

STM

SVCL

TC

TDMA

TE

VBR

VCI

VPI

VT

Exponential distribution arrivals, General distribution service, 1 server.

Meta Signalling Channel.

Narrowband Integrated Services Digital Network

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone company.

Open Systems Interconnection.

Private Automatic Branch eXchange.

Physical Medium.

Plain aId Telephone Services.

Quality Of Service.

Request Answer Message.

Request Message.

Segmentation And Reassembly.

Synchrone Digital Hierarchy.

Switched Multimegabit Data Services.

Split Channel Multi Access.

Success State.

Synchronous Transfer Mode.

Signalling Virtual Channel Link

Transmission Convergence.

Time Division Multi Access.

Terminal.

Variabie Bit Rate.

Virtual Channel Identifier.

Virtual Path Identifier.

Virtual Time.
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List of Variables .

71 ba = br·

710. ba / bm·

71, b, / bm •

8 fraction of W assigned to the message channel.

À average arrival rate.

p system utilization factor.

T propagation delay time.

A slot size.

a ratio of the propagation time, between central station and terminal, and the

transmission time of a message packet.

B preamble in slots.

BFIt normalized burstiness factor.

ba length of the answer packets.

be 'busy' on busy channel.

beo. allocated bitrate.

bm length of the message packets.

bp peak bitrate.

br length of the request packets.

Cmpf capacity multiplication factor.

e speed of light.

ei correct investigation of the busy channel.

D TDMA (expected) packet delay.

D·(s) laplace transform of distribution of TDMA packet delay.

Dl delay 1.

D 2 delay 2.

Dp packet detection delay time.

Dpq packet queuing time.

Drq request queuing time.

Dx random retransmission delay.

E{er} expectation of cycle time.

Je 'free' on busy channel.
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L ratio of the size of the message packets and the polling packets.

M number of terminals.

M number of slots in TDMA frame (chapter 5) (equals number of terminals).

m m th terminal.

N, number of retransmissions.

Nr average number of reschedulings.

Nrr number of reschedulings with errors.

Pa probability of one request in the ES.

Pb probability of two or more in ES.

Pc collision probability.

Pct probability of correct transmission.

Pctc characteristics of the transmission channel.

Pe Bit Error Rate of the channel.

Pjps inside permission to send probability.

Pnc probability there will occur no collisions.

Pno probability there are no request attempts.

Pnst probability there is no successful transmission.

Pops outside permission to send probability.

P ps probability a terminal is permitted to send.

Pr probability of request in a slot.

Pst probability there are no reschedulings.

Pst probability of successful transmission through the channel.

Q(z) z-transform of number of customers in system.

q average queue length.

S throughput.

S time spent in (M/DIl) system.

S·(s) laplace transform of distribution of time spent in M/Dll system.

ttln sensing time of busy channel.

T packet Transmission Time.

Tc virtual Frame Time.

Tr time needed to transmit a request.

T,o Time-Out.

W total available bandwidth.

W (average) waiting time in M/Dll system.
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W(s) laplace transform of waiting time distribution in MIDI! system.

Wa bandwidth of the answer channel.

wi wrong investigation of the busy channel.

Wm bandwidth of the message (information) channel.

Wq waiting time in queue for TDMA.

Wr bandwidth.

Wr bandwidth of the request channel.

Y preamble time.
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